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elected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

One Section

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Today
Eight Pages

Member of Associated Press

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Barney arid Jean Weeks write
from Winter Garden, Florida as
they renewthetr subscripticin to
the I.& T. Barney says they Live
on Lake Apopka, the third
largest lake.in Florida It is ten
miles north and south and
twenty miles east and west,
twelve miles from Orlando and
fifteen miles from Disney
World Weather is just like
summer he says with flowers
blooming, etc Had to have the
air conditioner on the last few
days with the teroperatore in
the 80's. Barney and Jean say
hello to all their friends here.

Peace Envoys
Maintain News
Blackout -Today

Noel Melugin
..Then too
writes from Lake Wales,
Florida and says they are enjoying the sunshine and fishing.
Sends in his renewal.
They all sound as though they
work for the Florida Chamber
of Commerce.
Here's all we can tell them. It
has rained almost constantly
for the past month with &boat
15.000 acres of soy beans still in
the fields Snowed Saturday
night which probably just about
ftrushed the soy beans off It
was 22 yesterday morning arid
still snowing. About three and
one-half inches by Monday.
morning

An Indian was sending up
smoke signals from a mountain
peak when all of a sudden an
atomic bomb went off miles
away sending up a giant ball of
smoke and fire. "Wish I had
said that" he muttered.

PARIS(API — Henry A. Kissinger conferred with La Duc
Tho for six hours today in the
second session of their Vietnam
peace talks as Hanoi declared
in a broadcast that "there has
not been any sign showing that
the negotiations will reach any
results."
President Nixon's national security adviser was the host of
the meeting in an Americanowned villa in suburban St.
Nom la Breteche. As at Monday's meeting on Communist
ground, there was no public
handshaking between the two
sides, reflecting the apparent
chilly atmosphere of the talks
following the massive American bombing raids on North
Vietnam.
But l'ho and his advisers
Itharged smiling from the villa
at the end of the meeting, in
marked contrast with their
grim expressions when the
meeting began. Kissinger also
directed a wan smile toward
waiting newsmen and photographers when he left the villa a
few minutes later.
Both sides maintained their
mutually agreed news blackout
over the subjects under discussion.
The North Vietnamese delegation announced that Kissinger and Tho would meet again
Wednesday, in the Communistowned villa at Gii-ow-Yvette
Add- *air first

Kroger has wild bird seed in
20 pound bags
outfoxed the
We finally
Squirrel at our house who
pushes open the bud feeder with
his head. The spring that helci
the top down rusted off and all
he had to do was to climb the
pole and push open the hinged
top of the feeder
We go out Sunday afternoon
and punch a hole in the lip of the
feeder roof and run a piece of
clothes hanger through it and
wire the top down. He worked
for five minutes yesterday
trying to push the top open and
has not figured it out yet.
He jot has to be content with
sitting on the front porch of the
feeder and snaking the Sun(Continued en Page Fight

Missing Benton Girl_
Located In Murray
A fourteen year old girl
reported missing in Mayfield on
Saturday has been located in
Murray, according to the
Mayfield Police Department.
The girl, Debbie Smith,
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Kenneth Smith of Benton Route
One, was reported by her father
to be missing since failing to
meet her mother at a
designated time at Mayfield
Friday night.
MEET CANCELLED
The meeting of St. LAO'S
Cooperative Preschool parents,
scheduled for tonight.
(Tuesday) has been cancelled,
according to a club spokesman.
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JACKSON PURCHASE
Increasing cloudiness tonight,
a few snow flurries indicated
with no accumulation. Cloudy
and cold with a chance of snow
Wednesday Low tonight 8 to 13
above, high Wednesday low to
mid 2(is. Thursday snow likely:
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Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, January 9, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Kentucky Extended Outlook
Chance of snow Thurkditty,
ending Friday and clearing Saturday,. Very cold throughout
the period, with' lbws in. Olt
teens and highs In the mid 20s
and 30s.

The unfriendly atmosphere
which surrounded Monday's
meeting continued today. None
of the North Vietnamese were
outside to greet Kissinger on
his arrival Monday, so none of
the Americans were visible
when Tho and his staff arrived

Local Youth
Writes For
Publication

today. However, the door was
opened from the inside as the
North Vietnamese reached it,
while on Monday Kissinger had
to open the door to the Communist villa himself
As usual, neither side said
anything about what went on in
Monday's Va-hour session. But
Kissinger left the meeting without his usual smile, and there
was was no public exchange of
cordial farewells like those during the last round of negotiations in December.
The North Vietnamese delegation in Paris talks said privately that the public displays
of friendliness were dropped
because of President Nixon's
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(Continued on Page Eight

Baker To Be
Installed As
Council Head
Dick Baker will be installed
as the new president of the Four
Rivers Safety Council at the
group's January meeting
Thursday at 7 p.m.
The meeting will be held at
the ColOnial House Restaurant
on U.S. 641 north at Murray.
Activities for the evening
include a dinner, installation of
(*ricers, and a presentation by
Trooper Walter Ackaax of the
Kentucky State Police on
defensive driving . There also
will be a brief roundtable
discussion of the new workmen's compensation laws
Officers who will be installed
are Baker, president; Olin
Bryant, first vice president;
Tommy Langston, second vice
president. Bill O'Brien, third
vice president, Jim Arvin,
secretary-treasurer, and six
directors.
Installed as directors will be
George Nichols and Hugh
Coltharp, for 1973, Bill Harris
and Phil Bryant for 1973-74 and
John Webster and Bill Brooks,
for 1973-75. Nichols and
Coltharp have been serving
since 1971, while Harris and
Bryant have been directors
since 1972.
The January' meeting of the
been
has
also
council
designated as -ladies night"

Tarpley Jones, son of Ambassador arid Mrs. Marshall P.
Jones, 1313 Main Street,
Murray, has had an article
printed in the December issue
of the Alnavco LOG,a magazine
published and distributed
nationally by the Naval Division
of a Westfield, New Jersey,
manufacturing company.
Entitled, "The Jinxed Ship
Scharhorst," the article relates
the short violent history of a
German battlecruiser, the CB
Scharnhorst One of the most
powerful fighting ships in the
world, and pride of the German
navy, the Scharnhorst was
plagued from the day of her
Launching to the day of her
death with a series of tragedies
and ill-fortunes probably unsurpassed in the history of
modern warfare, the article
points out.
greatest
her
Among
misfortunes, the Scharnhorst,
while creeping home for repairs
after battling the British Navy
in the North Sea, rammed and
sank one of her country's own
greatest ships, the SS Brernen,
Germany's largest ocean liner.
Death came to the Scharnhorst on Christmas night
December25, 1943—from the
guns of British cruisers firing
blindly into the mists of the
Arctic Sea. Only 36 men survived.
A freshman at Murray High
School, the 15 year old Jones
youth researched his article
from reference materials in the
Calloway County library and
the Little Falls Library in
Bethesda, Maryland. a suburb
of Washington, D.C., where the
family resided before Moving to
Murray. Another- article is in
preparatiot a.itich he -hopes to
have published in -the near
future.

ft
FREIGHT CARS DERAIL-8h cars of a ten car, L & N freight train coming
from Paris. Tenn., to Mem; derailed near Midway, about $ Mies south 61
demolished about 3N yards 61 the
Murray. MandaY afternoon. The derailment
track. 1. & N crews worked tionipbsut the night in efforts to repair the damage
of
and work was continuing this agNiii1 the six derailed freight cars (three

which are shows here five contained clay and the sixth was loaded with
soybeans. No injuries were reported in the accident and the engine and four
remaining freight cars completed the trip into Murray.
Staff Photo to Gene Mc( utcheoa

Authorizes Attacks Over
Parallel When B52s Threatened

Murray KenlakeAditla Has
Miion
Change Of Command Ceremonies
The annual Change of
Command ceremony for the
Murray-Kenlake Flotilla of the
U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary was
heldFriday evening, January 5,
at the Community Center. The
new commander, Robert E.
Johnson, was given the oath of
authority by immediate pastcommander Neale B. Mason.
The flotilla Charter passed
from Mason to Johnson as a
symbol of the transfer of
authority. The presentation of
the commander's pennant and
past commander's burgee
completed the change. Vice

Grain Meet
Is Planned
The University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service
and agri-business firms will cosponsor a one-day grain
meeting for Purchase Area
farmers on January 25 at the
Cabana Club in Paducah according to an announcement
today by County Agricultural
Agent Ed Howard.
Registration will begin at 9:30
a.m.

The day-long program has
been planned and designed to
provide producers with up-todate information on research
and recommendations for
production of grain crops in the
western Kentucky area.
Speakers and discussion
leaders for the program will be
research personnel, state
Extension Specialists, and
representatives from several
industries
agri-business
cooperating with the meeting.
Calloway County farmers
interested in attending this
meeting are requested to call
the Calloway County Extension
Office by January 19 to make
reservations'
Lunch and attractive cash
door prizes will be provided by
the participating companift.
Howard said Over 300 people
attended the meeting last year.

Commander William Parker of
Paducah was unable to attend
due to inclement weather
Commander Johnson announced his staff for the year of
1973. Oaths of office were administered to James M. Byrn,
membership training officer;
Mason, public
Neale B
education officer; lames I.
Schempp, courtesy
examination officer; Thomas L.
Hopkins, operations officer;
Richard W Farrell, membership growth and retention

SAIGON 1API — President about 1,100 tons of bombs in the highlands, where the frontiers
Nixon has authorized U.S. fight- North Vietnamese panhandle of South Vietnam, Laos and
er escorts to attack North during the 24 hours epding at 8 Cambodia meet.
. of
'
It was the second air
Vietnamese MIGs or surface-to- am today; U.S. sources said.
During the same period, the heavy raids in the region beair missile sites above the 20th
parallel if they threaten Ameri- Command said, U.S. fighter- tween Highway 14 and the borcan B.52s below the northern bombers made 128 strikes in der, 10 to 20 miles northwest of
limit Nixon has placed on the the panhandle, destroying sup- Kontum. This indicated a new
bombing of North Vietnam, re- ply trucks and setting fuel de- North Vietnamese buildup, perhaps in preparation for an atpots afire
liable sources reported today.
Hanoi claimed that two B52s tack on Kontum.
The U.S. Command anPremier Pham Van Dong of .
nounced today that an Air were downed Monday and
Force F4 Phantom shot down a today below the 20th parallel, North Vietnam ordered new
MIG21 along the 20th parallel and an said unmanned recon- austerity measures and height(Continued on Page Eight
Sunday when it threatened a naissance plane was shot down ened military alerts for his
north of Hanoi on Monday, but country as Hanoi again accused
flight of B52s.
The Command said that the the U.S. Command said it had President Nixon of threatening
to resume the bombing of
MIG was downed "northwest of no plane losses to report.
In South Vietnam, nearly 50 Hanoi and Haiphong
Thanh Hoa," which is only 10
The U.S. Command again remiles below the 20th parallel, B52s dropped more than 1,200
and spokesman refused to say tons of explosives on troop con- fused to comment on Hanoi Rajust how far northwest of the centrations in a staging area dio statements that American
city. This was interpreted as a that North Vietnamese forces planes were flying reconnaistacit acknowledgment that the used for attacks in the
'Continued on Page Fight
dogfight extended above the triborder region of the central
parallel.
U.S. sources outside the Command indicated today that
Hanoi Radio was not lying
when it reported last week that
U.S. fighters escorting reconnaissance' planes attacked antiaircraft defenses in Hon Binh
Province south of Hanoi. The
Thompson was laid off as
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API—
U.S. Command denied at the
two
of a departmental reorgapart
sued
Thompson
F.
had
James
planes
time that American
Present at the Change of ( ommand for the Murray-Kenlake
rs Monday nization plan, but contended the
Flotilla 5 Division 27 were the following staff officers: seated left bombed pre-selected targets state comnussione
motive was politioal.
but it for a total of $60,000 in damto right: CPO Douglas Pearce, U.S. Coast Guard; Robert E. above the 20th parallel,
Although he lost his personal
in connection with his disJohnson, flotilla Commander; Neale B. Mason, Division Vice refused to comment on recon- ages
job appeal before the board,
as
Economic
July
last
what
missal
and
operations
Membership
naissance
Byrn,
M.
James
right:
to
Captain; standing, left
action fighter escorts might Security Department Personnel which was 3-2 Republican, the
Training; James I. Schempp. Courtesy Examinations; Thomas
board two weeks later ruled fachief.
have taken.
I.. Hopkins, Operations; and Richard W. Farrell, Membership
action filed in Franklin vorably. also by 5-0, in a comThe
dropped
B52s
Thirty-nine
Growth.
Circuit Court contends Econom- panion action by Thompson,
ic Security Commissioner Gail that Democratic officials and
Huecker and Personnel Com- the state administration had inmissioner cattle Lou Miller, terfered with the operation of
committed "wanton, willful and the merit systerri'llh the Ecomalicious nonfeasance, mis- nomic Security Agency.
However, the board specificor malfeasance."
feasance
Story Hour at the Calloway
It was part of an appeal by ally absolved Mrs. Huecker and
County Public Library will be
of any complicity
"Share My" at both the Thompson against the state Miss Miller
political arpurported
the
ruled
in
which
Board,
Personnel
morning hour at ten o'clock and
the afternoon hour at three 6-0 last month that he had failed rangements.
It mentioned no names and
to prove his dismissal was
o'clock.
no specific recommendamade
motivated.
politically
Each child is to bring a
The five members of the Per- tions, other than to comment
favorite toy, game, book, etc.,
governor could stop
of his own to the library to share sonnel Board, as expected, that the
the
maneuvering if
in
political
such
defendants
named
were
at the story hours.
- ----Mrs. he iished
"The Cold Blooded Penguin," appeal, but the addition of
Thompson's latest suit foa
a film strip about ia little - Huecker and Miss Miller in
cuses on the board's earlier repeihquin who suffers terribly in-- damage action was a surprise.
two jection of his appeal.
the
from
seeks
Thompson
the-snow and ice, will be shoWn
It states that the board found
women at least $15,000 for lost
at both sessions.
Murraythe
of
Commander
new
Robert E. Johnson, left.
lie was "personally and
-fact
as
Wateatilfltf$)tfoy_
All Children . aro...tirged.
Keidake F1Wals 4hosor receiving his easuwander's.posaani..
tire-- &whingeses'
ifIntinued on i'age Eight
from Neale R. Mason, immediate past Commander, at the
545,000
said.
Change of Command ceremony for the organization.

Thompson Sues Two
State Commissioners

Story Hours Will

Be Held At Library

a
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straints on Federal timber
supplies and I 2) bringing about
more workable economic
control regulations and policies
as applied to the wood products.
industry.
The NAHB is aware of the
complex economic problems
faced by wood products
manufacturers
and
distributors, Moser said, noting
that officials of both industry
associations had
offered
solutions to government leaders
in recent months. He proposed
that top officials of both industries "meet promptly to
explore the possibility of mutual
Stephen B. Moser, NFPA
recommendations which will
president, noted that these
overcome present government"
issues would be on the agenda at
reluctance to alter regulatioas
the NAHB Convention next
which obviously .are not
week in Houston, Texas. -We
working.
certainly want to work with you
He told NAHB President
to resolve. them in a mutually
Waranch he would be pissed to
cooperative manner," he said.
"meet with you and your fellow
Moser said home builder help NAHB officers, as well as other
is needed on two basic issues responsible forest products
affecting wood products supply leaders, at a time and place Of
and price: (1) relieving con- your choosing."

WASHINGTON, DC.—The
forest products indnstry today
called upon the nation's home
builders to help in overcoming
current . critical problems of
softwood lumber and plywood
supply for home construction.
In a letter to National
Association of Home Builders'
President Stanley Waranch, the
president of the National Forest
Products Association gave
assurances of the wood
products industry's desire to
join home builders in solving
wood products supply and price
problems.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of I Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
=MRS &

•

PILE

Burie W. Miller, age 69, and Hiram L. (Bud)._
Lofton, age 94 are the deaths reported.
Dwanton Seals has been appointed plant
superintendent of the Murray Division of the Tappan
Company, according to Robert Wyman, general
manager.
Miss Sharon Outland and Vernon Shaw Stul3blefield were married December 30 at the First
Baptist Church.
_ s.
:71
Fred Wilkerson, Sr., was honored with a surprise
dinner on his 60th birthday by his daughter, Mrs.
Bobby Watson, at her home. Alsh honored were the
Watson's son, Michael who is three today and Mrs.
Charles Lamb: daughter of Mr. Wilkerson. whose
birthday was on January 8.
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TaAkly
20 Years Ago
moss ins."

ANATOMY OF A FIEA1>s%C.NE

LEDGER•

Expanded telephone service vras part of the
substantial progress recorded in Murray in 1952,
according to 011ie Brown, Southern Bell manager
here. Telephones increased by 205 or seven per cent
here during the year.

c.-Ellis have been named

B. W. Edmonds andiif.'

to head the Red Cross drive in Murray and Calloway
County this year.
Jim Hart received his ten year award pin for
service and Ira E. Keel his twenty year award pin
for service with the Kentucky Department of High,ways.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Langston and Mr. and Mrs.
James Rudy Allbritten and daughter, Lynda, spent
the New Year's holiday in New Orleans, La., and
offended the Sugar Bowl football game,

SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
inCUTIY1 YIC1 etISICANT

Southerrr States Industrial Council

AFFLUENCE AND -MATURITY
Each January, it is customary to offer one's friends and
acquamtances best wishes for a prosperous new year. Surely, this
must be one of the oldest of human greetings exchanged at the
New Year. One wouldn't wish an individual or a community the
opposite of prosperity
But present-day Americans have
discovered that affluence brings problems as well as pleasure
Indeed many of America's contemporary ills are related to the
affluence of recent years. True, the affluence often isn't soundly
based. It is a manifestation of inflation and disguises a lack of
private and public prudence in managing wealth. Nevertheless,
the money people have in their pockets has produced problems
Americans never experienced in the lean days of the 1930s. The
Blessed is the man that endures temptation.—
availability of money, for example, is a factor in the spread of
marijuana and other harmful drugs. Easy money: also has perJames 1:12.
suaded many people that they are mature whereas, in fact, they
Experience and divine revelation teach that
haven't grown up.
strong character is developed only through testing
Recently, I read some very penetrating comments on these
matters by my friend Dr. John A. Howard, president of Roi.kford
College in Rockford, Ill. Today, I quote at some length from John
Howard because his comments are full of insight and wisdom
Among other things, he said:
"The irresponsible use of drugs is, I believe,only one aspect of a
by ('art Riblet Jr.
much larger phenomenon of our times—institutionalized imThe opinion makers try to make everybody think
maturity. There are many marks of the emotionally and
alike, but they will never succeed. It is basic that
rationally mature person, but prominent among them are a selfyou and I will not always agree, that on occasion we
discipline that acts to forego immediate pleasures in order to
achieve more important distant objectives; the habit of facing up
each tend to think the other is peculiar, rebellious,
to reality rather than engaging in wishful thinking or escape; the
stupid or nuts—which is to say that if I don't like
willingness to acknowledge one's own failures and try to make
broccoli and you do, it is my privilege and your
amends instead of placing the blame elsewhere: and an effort to
bellyache.
find workable accommodations with people and circumstances
_
"Broccoli—it Last.% like spinach
that pose obstacles to one's own hopes, rather than trying to
discredit, shout down or destroy whatever stands in the way.
and looks like sick cauliflower."
"As one travels from nation to nation, it appears that large—Dictionary of Opinions
scale hedonism and self-deception are byproducts at industrial
affluence, that the emotional maturity of the adult population
occurs in direct proportion to the rigors of earning a living in the
society. If one is required to perform responsibly: and consistently
in order to stay alive, one does. Furthermore, the effectiveness of
family, schools,churches and laws as teachers of mature conduct
seems to be inversely related to the standard of living of the
At the end of the appropriat- society.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con"Perhaps we have been deluding ourselves in .the belief that
gress is preparing to begin its ing process, the budget committees would make a final re- affluence and leisure are to be desired. The human equation may
organized effort to get better
view, recommending cutbacks be such that these conditions provide the breeding ground for selfcontrol of the budget—and in
the process to regain some of and adjustments or, if the state destruction. I am unwilling to accept that conclusion. Oscar Wilde
the power which, its members of the economy required it, pronounced his own doom when he declared that the best way to
modifying the original budget get rid of temptation is to yield to it. The human mind is capable of
contend, has slipped over the
perceiving cause and effect Ahd of making plans accordingly It is
years to the White House.
Ullman acknowledged, in an to be hoped that the magnitude of the drug problem will cause us
The 16 House members of a
special committee created by interview, that the last attempt to rediscover techniques for helping people to grow up, so that the
the last Congress to devise ef- to establish an effective con- consequence of affluence will be more fruitful and mature living,
fective legislative budget ma- gressional budget, in the -1940s, instead of an invitation to self-destruction."
This is an eloquent statement of serious problems involving
chinery have set MT first failed. But, he said:
"This year, I think we can do affluence and maturity. I would only add to the statement that
meeting for Wednesday. Rep.
it. We have a lot of support government must promottli maturity by refraining from imAl Ullman, D-Oro„ said.
Ullman is author of the provi- both in Congress and in the mature melons in the economic realm. A government that
squanders the people's resources or that persuades the people
sion creating the committee, country. Members are finally
that the nation has unlimited resources for frills of one sort or
- enacted when Congress turned facing up to the realization that
another is a government that makes a false presentation of Al=
down President Nixon's request we have to provide a mechafluence
and that acts irresponsibly.
for sweeping authority to cut nism for responsibility ..."
Yet this is the sort of thing government in the United States has
Ullman said he hopei the full
back funds the legislators had
done for many years: It is no wonder that many young people
special committee, including
already authorized.
the
16 Senate members, can don't understand the meaning and requirements of maturity.
Ullman said he will propose
Government has set a terrible example for the rising generation.
establishment of permanent meet by the end of the week
budget committees in both and begin work on its recomHouse and Senate, composed of mendations. It has all year to
senior members of the two develop them, but a prelimitaxing and spending com- nary report is due Feb. 15.
Renard Morton, Rt. 1, Benton,
Meanwhile, .,Rep. Henry S. January 5, 1973
mittees in each body.
Mrs. Janice Fay Allen and Baby
These committees would be Reuss, D-Wis., another member ADULTS ,le6
charged, he said, with exam- of the committee, circulated a
Girl, 808 N. 19th, Mrs. Lisa Ann
NURSERY 2
ining the president's spelding draft of kproposal somewhat
Hargrove and Baby girl, Rt. 1,
proposals and developing, with- similar to Ullman's.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Dextet, heorge William Fox.,Reuss, however, would bring
in 80 days, a congressional
.
Hardin, Mrs. Gertrude
budget that would set limits on the Joint Economic Committee,
Sturdavent, Fern Terrace, Mrs.
DISIALSSALS
which studies the over-all ecoall appropriations.
Norra Ethel, Byrd, Meadows
William Ray. Parrish, Rt.
'The regular"- eongressional noibic condition of the cOdidry,
VIdw
Retirement Nerds,
Murray.
budget-making
into
the
Fred
process,
Taylor Lee, Rt. 4, Mayfield, Audrey Eugene
committees thee would take
would
over and produce the money and
for Murray, Ted Allen Howard, Mayfield, Ht, 7,
call
Mrs. Nelle
bills for the various govern- reconutiendations on taxation 1403 Sycamore, Edward Lee Blossom'
Neubauer, 1101 E.
as
spending.
as
Reagor,
Harry
well
S.
10th,
308
ment activities.
Circarania

Bible Thoughtfar Today

Isn't It The Truth!

Congress Preparing
Budget Control MOVE

Hospital Report
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Carpenter Is
Named Manager
Of Dairy Group
H. H. Barlow, Jr., President
of American Dairy Association
of Kentucky, recently announced the selection of Frank
Carpenter as State Manager
and Robert W. "Bob" Bassi. as
Area Coordinator effective
January 1, 1973. E. K. Newell,
Jr., Manager ofr sixteen years,
announced his resignation in
()ctober and will return to his
home farm in Mason County.

Moser said it has increasingly
become apparent that "all
issues and problems we face
lead directly to the Federal
government. Our producers
lack necessary raw material
because essential Federal
timber supplies are increasingly restricted.
Moreover, the present system
of price and profit margin
controls restricts operations
and often works against increased supplies of critical
items. Under the existing
conditions there has just been
no way for manufacturers to
meet the rapidly accelerating
demand.
"We know the home building
industry doesn't like the
situation; neither do we. Your
members are our
best
customers. We do not enjoy
being in a situation where both
your industry and ours are
constrained by conditions
neither of us can readily
change.. We are concerned
about housing America. We
need your industry's production
capacity, and you need ours. No
one wants housing rationed or
the levels of production curtailed by government fiat
Lumber
and
plywood
-production in the U.S. set new
records in 1972, despite severe
economic problems, Moser
said. And imports of Canadian
lumber, which are uncontrolled
as to price, accounted for 25
percent of U.S. softwood lumber
consumption in 1972.
He said the wood products
industry is very much like the
home building industry—made
up of thousands of small
businesses. "There are no price
leaders. The ten largest lumber
companies account for no more
than 20 percent of production,"
he said.
With this fragmentation and
actue demand-pull pressures on
lumber and plywood, government officials, economists and
other authorities have publicly.
stated the present system of
economic controls "just plain
won't work," Moser declared
"We also believe, and have
stated, that the present controls
system is inappropriate and
unworkable for out Industry.
We hope NAHB will help us to
persuade the Federal government that responsible changes
in Phase III can bring order out
of the
present
chaotic
situation"
Moser referred to The First
National City Bank's December
"Economic Letter" as succinctly stating the case It said
"If the purpose of lumber price
controls is to protect consumers, encourage
hornebuilding and strer.gthen
the balance of payments, the
verdict is that they have failed
on every count."
The FNCB "Economic Letter" also stated: "Price controls are fomenting a textbook
case of waste and government.
inducedmismanagement in the
lumber industry.. What is
wrong is that these rules cannot
help but induce resource
mismanagement under conditions where demand outstrips
supply at prevailiang market
prices. Home construction is
not likely to benefit from a
cutback in the production of
domestic lumber.. the price
that the country must pay for
the mismanagement of forestry
resources will be heavy."
Moser also called attention to
a January 2, 1973, "Wall Street
Journal" column commenting
on the First National City Bank
publication's article, as well as
the likelihood of similar
problems occurring elsewhere
among suppliers under the
present control system.

Frank Carpenter has served
as Merchandising Director for
ADA of Kentucky for eight
years Before coming to ADA,
he
was in charge of
procurement and quality at
Berea College Creamery,
Berea, Kentucky. He is married
to the former Flossie Kirkland
of Mercer County. They have
one daughter, Mrs. Vic Hillard
of Versailles, Kentucky.
Bob Hasse is a native ot
Wankesha, Wisconsin, and
attended Oklahoma State
BY HORSE BACK— Aging outlaw moving along in
University and received a B. S.
Sarco, Israel, tums out to be actor Gregory Peck, U.S.
in Dairy Science arid was listed
film star.
among Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities. He is
a member of Carm House
Fraternity and Alpha Zeta, According to
honorary
Agricultural
Fraternity. He was manager of
Hermitage View Guernsey
Farm of Old Hickory, Tenn.
prior to becoming SecretaryManager of the Tennessee
of American Dairy
unit
Association in 1968, and will
By HAL BOYLE
ways: Agathocles, tyrant of
continue to coordinate and plan
NEW YORK )AP)
Things Sicily, was killed at 95 when he
programs for Tennessee as well
as Kentucky. His wife Judy is a a columnist might never know swallowed a toothpick.
Robert Burton, author of
native
of
City, if he didn't open his mail:
Ponca
Cancer is the disease people "That Anatomy of MelanchoOklahoma. They have tow
daughters, Janet,a freshman at dread the most, but heart dis- ly," astrologically picked the
Middle
Tennessee
State ease takes twice as big a toll. day he would die — and did.
On the other hand, Choices,
University, and Karen, a high The No. 1 killer, it claims each
year the lives of 358.4 out of ev- the soothsayer, died laughing
school junior.
Mr. Barlow in announcing ery 100,000 Americans. Cancer because he thought he had outlived the predicted hour of his
these changes stated that he is kills 160.9.
Natural disasters often take a death
looking forward to a continued
It was Jonathan Swift who
program for an effective job of greater toll of bird life than of
selling milk and dairy products animal or human life. For ex- observed, "We .,have just
for farmers across Kentucky. ample, flights of migrating enough religion to make us
Lapland longspurs were caught hate but not enough to make us
in a vast, blinding, wet snow- love one another."
storm over Minnesota and Iowa
FIBBER TELLS THE TRUTH in 1904. Naturalists estimated
NEW YORK (AP) — Fibber that more than a million birds
McGee came out of retirement died.
at a press conference held by
Quotable notables: "No man
Johnson Wax, which had spon- is justified in doing evil on the
McGee
"T'ibber
and
Ma- grounds of expediency."—
sored
ly" on radio throughout its exis- Theodore Roosevelt.
tence, 1935-52 Fibber will do
* ENDS TONITE *
Quality not size: So much
commercials for the company.
genius
and
knowledge
spread
Fibber McGee, whose name
is Jim Jordan. and Throckmor- from ancient Athens that many
ton P Gildersleeve. whose real people have the idea it was a
name is Hal Perry, did a skit gigantic metropolis. Actually,
For reporters and 18 actors and however, even during,its golden
actresses from radio days ,age under Pericles, Athens had
1st Hour Repeated
Ifs Hilarious!
Manny Segal. who did sound a population of only 300,000 -effects for the show when it smaller than that
of Omaha.
started at the Merchandise This is no
knock on Omaha. It.
Mart in Chicago. did sound efhasn't been around as long as
fects.
, A 'representative from the Athens.
Worth remembering: "The
city government gave Fibber
McGee a key to the city,and three Sges of man are: school
JAMES GARNE41
EThRTE
Fibber gave him aliey to his tablet, aspirin tablet — and
KATHARINE ROSS
closet Somebody aanounced '*wae tablet."
•
that Fibber is now 78 "Hold the
Definition of managemeht!
urn man'
phone' interrupted Fibber The art of getting five men to
THEIR MASTERS pol t OW
McGee; He iiisistail that the do the work of ten.
truth is 76
Death Comes to people in oad

Boil. -

More Trivia From
The Post Office

Kelly's
Heroes

MGM• Ogren
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NIL

A shov
bath -far
By
DEAR ABBY:
She went on record
is nothing to be asha
could go jump.in
your statement that
can't bathe enough'
As the world's
you going to defend
most outspoken pr..
DEAR FAN: '
and I'll go to mine.
DEAR ABBY
bathing Thanks for
that all men were
women were born "
Is paid less for do•
I didn't know it w
I'm amazed at
brain from spending
DEAR S. K. H
eqoal---anatomicatiy
organ, the female's
a secretton which is
not necessarily 'on
forever fragrant wit
DEAR ABBY
concerning bathing.
MEN need underar
My husband a
I could tell some o
that makes me diz
my breath—and a
before she loses co
Please print
dancers and it coo

DEAR SQUAR 3
Ulm while yoe're
DEAR ABBY:
for talcIng the stand
Several years
cologne severihi
her own odor.' Be •
turned me against
I krew she d'.
always dirty, and
She was the La
excellent I had to
didn't seem to bo
I have let men
shower daily but
the perspiration
daily routine, w.'s
my typing I typed
for lunch
Problems? i.e
Far • perseaal re
C•Ilf ISIS, Foe
please.
Hale to write
Aageles. CaL
Letters for AD I
KIDNEY DANGER
Calitkng up nights, bur
or •c•nty How, log •
ACHE nmy warn of fun<
diaord•r•—"Danger AS
lift with gentle BUKE
d•y trystrn•nt. Flu•h k'
LATE PASSAGE. Y•ur
not ohms.' in 12 how
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Fox-Hale Wedding Vows Are Solemnized
December
beautiful
A
4- wedding took place on Saturday
afternoon, December 30 at five
o'clock in the sanctuary of
Madisonville First Baptist
Church, when Miss Juanita
Kaye Fox became the bride of
John Mark Hale.
The bride is the only deughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith
Lane,
Echo
609
Fox,
Madisonville, and Mr. Hale is
the youngest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Dyer Hale,
Murray,
candelabra
arch
The
garlanded in greenery with pink
By Abige;I Van Buren
gladioli and white chrysanthemums„centered the altar
DEAR ABBY: Germaine Greer is going to crucify you.
background, flanked by spiral
She went on record as saying that a woman's natural odor
candelabra and baskets of the
is nothing to be ashamed of, and any man who didn't like it
gladioli and chrysanthemums
could go unip in the lake. And now you come along with
on each side of the altar.
your statemeof that a man should bathe dilly and a woman
Roy Hopkins was organist 4or
can't bathe enough'
the occasion and Wayne
As the world's most widely read columnist, how are
Roberts, Metropolis, Ill. was the
you going to defend yourself against Germaine Greer, the
soloist. His selections were
most outspoken proponent of Women's Lib?
"There Is Love" from the
ABBY FAN IN BOSTON
Wedding Song before the

plighting of the vows and "The
Lord's Prayer" as the bridal
couple knelt during the
ceremony.
The guests were registered at
the church by, Miss Joy Castle,
Wickliffe. -- ,
Dr. Harold J-. Purdy officiated
with the traditional double ring
wedding ceremony.

A shower of
-bath --arguthents

Miss Kathy Oates was pianist
during the occasion.
The graceful five-tiered
wedding cake was beautifully
decorated with sugared wedding bells in a graceful cluster.
The cake was designed and
served by Miss Martha Lou
Parish.
Others assisting at the
wedding were: Mrs. Ralph
Teague, Mrs. Ben Tombhnson,
Mrs. Dan Brame, Mrs. F. L.
Roy, Mrs. L. W. Simpson, Mrs.
James B. McGehee, Mrs. J. R.
Thornberry, Mrs. Howard
Webb and Mrs. George Adcock,
Miss Leta ciaye Perk cousiiii of
the bride, Pensacola, Florida,
passed out the dainty rice bags.

Bride's Dress
11E
AS the bride was being
escorted down the aisle by her
father she stopPed to present a
white rose to her mother and
after the pronouncement of
marriage she presented a white
rose to the groom's mother.
Miss Fox was a vision of
radiant beauty wearing a
Out of town guests included:
traditional floor length gown of Dr. and Mrs. Hobdy Petins,
luxurious ivory dulcette satin in Willie, Jack. Gaye and Richard
e.• Perkins, Pensacola, Fla.; W, B.
a .demi-bell silhouette.
The bodice, elegantly adorned Kerr, Bowling Green, grandwith bands of re-embroidered father of the bride; Mrs. W. S.
alencon lace and pearls, beloW a Fox, grandmother of the bride,
high crown collar of jewelled Misses Joanna and Janice Fox,
lace, was created with bishop Drakesboro; Mrs. Kent Hale,
sleeves paneled and cuffed with Cincinnati, Ohio; Mrs. Norman
lace, and raised waistline en- D. Hale, Jr., Owensboro; Miss
DEAR FAN Germaine Greer can go to her mikveli
circled by an inset of re- Maureen Ray, Dayton, Ohio;
bath.)
IP
Mikveh means
and l'U go to mine
embroidered alencon lace Lt. and Mrs. Randall Teague,
touched by the magic of pearls Myrtle Beach,S. C.; Miss Paula
DEAR ABBY I am mystified over your remarks on
and sparkling crystals. Deeply Moffet Memphis, Tenn., Mrs.
bathing Thanks for enlightening me. I had always heard
bordered with lace at the Lillian
CampJonnson
Tuesday, January 9 _
Ihat all men were created equal. I never realized that
the slender skirt exhemline,
a
woman
that
St.
I
Leo's
knew
than
men.
women were born "dirtier"
bellsville; Mr..and Mrs. Prank
Cooperative
magnificent
Curtis, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.;•
Preschool parents will meet at tended into a
Is paid less for doing the same job as a man, but until now
chapel sweep train.
Roberts,
Mrs
Wayne
I didn't know it was because she is offensive.
Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m.
open
Held by an enchanting
I'm amazed at you, Abby You must have water on the
Metropolis, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
crown head dress of matching
brain from spending so much time in the bathtub S K H
Murray Branch of the AAUW lace enriched by jewels, her Paul Novak, Louisville; and
Rev and Mrs. David Roos and
will meet at the home of Mrs.
slightly bouffant veil of daughters. Murray.
DEAR S. K. H.: Men and women are NOT created
Frank Kodman at 7 30 p.m.
gossamer ivory silk illusion
equal--anatomically speaking. Unlike the male reproductive
The bride is a senior at
edged with alencon medallions,
organ, the female's is an orifice which constantly producing
State University,
Murray
the
beauty
Mnrray Star Chapter4Flo. 433 drifted in dramatic
a secretion which is normally somewhat odoriferous. She Si
elementary
to majoring in
train
her
of
length
entire
will
Star
Eastern
the
of
to
be
Order
wants
who
woman
a
but
not necessarily 'unclean,"
graduate in
and
will
education
unof
the
picture
at
a
p.m.
complete
7:30
meet at
forever fragrant will not spare the soap and water
May.
derstated elegance.
Masonic Hall.
Mr Hale is also a senior at
She carried a cascade of
DEAR ABBY In conjunction with your recent letter
Wednesday, January II
white roses, pink cymbidium Murray State University
concerning bathing Will you please stress the fact dial
the
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
in
Industrial
orchids and stephanotis with majoring
MEN need underarm deodorants as well as women?
First United Methodist Church white ribbon streamers.
Education. He is a member of
wish
sure
1
My husband and I are square dancers. and
Women will meet at the home of
Her only jewelry, the gift of Kappa Alpha Order social
I could tell some of theme men that it isn't their swinging
Mrs Ace McReynolds, 205 the groom, was a necklace fraternity.
that makes me dizzy, it's just the fact that I am holdiag
North 10th Street, at 7 30 p.m. made from a two and a half
my breath-and a gal can hold her breath just so We
After a short honeymoon they
dollar gold piece which had
before she loses conscieusness
The Wesleyan Circle of the been given to the groom by his will be at home at 303 N..Fifth
litrs.-Iolut Mark Hale - Please print this, Abby Them mire tot et
First United Methodist Church grandfather, the late L U. Street, Merray For traveling
fun.more
rose
dancers and it could be a lot
Arthur S. Fox, mother of the
Women will meet at the home of Overbey Sr. , the day he was the bride chose to wear a
Mrs. J. C. honor of Miss Kaye Fox.
A SQUARE in.MICHIGAN
crepe Mrs. Don Buffington, Teague,
bride, Mrs. Hobdy Perkins,
bride's table was cenMiss Doris Rowland, 308 Irvan, born. The coin in her slipper had wool skirt With rose
Randall
Mrs
Arnold,
blouse and plaid jacket in
Pensacola, Florida, aunt of the
arrangement of
at 7:30 p.m.
been worn in her mother's shades of rose, wine, and blue. Mrs Dennis DeMont, and Miss ter03 with an
blue
bride, Miss Leta aye Perkins,
royal
and
star
carnations
to
pink
Carolyn Helm.
DEAR SQUARE: Consider it dose. It's not easy
wedding.
She had matching accesgories
Pensacola, Flori , cousin of
bride's
the
Concord
ribbon,
New,
The
velvet
those
by
sent
were
the
gifts
Many
was
Carroll
(bra while yoiere holding your nose.
Miss Alice
the bride, Mrs. Sam Weinberg,
colors Each place was marked
Homemakers Club will meet at maid of honor and the and an orchid corsage.
who could not attend.
Supper
Buffet
Louisville Mrs. Jim Provine,
ceramic
at
miniature
Dunn
Bessie
a
Mrs.
of
the
home
with
Bridesmaid Luncheon
bridesmaids were Miss Vicki
DEAR ABBY I am one man who wants to thank you
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur S. Fox
Calvert City, M rs. George
card
place
one
p.m.
flowered
enWebb
bathing
Howard
women
Mrs.
Weinberg,
regarding
Sam.
did
Mrs.
you
Peyton,
for tairing the stand
entertained the wedding party
Adcock, Miss J oy Castle,
-Miss Fox's gifts to- her atSaturday.
on
Louisville, and lilts. Jim and relatives for a delightful tertained
several years a4,1 iltad a secretary who splashed on
Wickliffe, Kentucky, -Mist
Harm
Ray
small
Grove
,
were
Pleasant
tendants
lovely
South
The
December 30 with a
Provine, Calvert City.
cologne seversil times a day. [She probably couldn't stand
buffetlpt their home, 60111 Echo
Ahce Carroll, Miss Vicki Peyton
frames.
-ROmeiriikers ClI will meet at
her own odor.), Between the cologne and her body odor, she
The attendants were gowned Lane, Madisonville, following bridesmaid luncheon at the prints in gold leaf
Miss Kathy Oates.
and
Mrs.
included
Kent
Simpson
guests
Mrs.
of
home
in
the
The
fragrances
Club
loveliest
Country
world's
the
of
styled
one
Lakeshore
turned me against
alike in Royal Blue velvet
wedding and reception.
the
one
p.m.
were
at
e'bows
her
because
I krew she didn't bathe much
similarly to the bride's dress
A lace trimmed cloth was
always dirty, and her filthy feet showed thru her hosiery!
with high collars, raised used with a centerpiece of pink
was
Murray
work
ho
her
alt
South
The
and
office
the
of
talk
sleeves
the
was
She
waistlines and desni-bell
Homemakers Club will meet at encircled with ivory lace. They sweetheart roses, pink carexcellent I had to let her go I frankly told her why, which
nations and baby's breath.
a.m.
the Triangle Inn at ten
didn't seem to bother her
wore headpieces of Royal Blue
The beautiful array of bridal
with Mrs. Robbie Witherspoon velvet trimmed in matching
I have let men go for the same reason Some men may
•
were on display for all to
gifts
of
care
take
to
as
Colson
deodorant
Elaine
Mrs.
and
use
never
shower daily but they
veils and ivory lace. They admire.
the
of
strain
hostesses.
the perspiration acquired during the stress and
carried nosegays of miniature
Rehearsal Dinner
daily routine, which is unfair to their coworkers. Forgive
pink sweetheart roses, pink
and Mrs. Norman Dyer
Mr.
out
was
secretary
s
my
while
Homemaker
myself
The
Pottertown
this
my typing. I typed
carnations and baby's breath Hale Sr. Murray, parents of the
Club wW meet at the Holiday with pink streamers.
THE BOSS MAN IN COLUMBUS, OHIO
for lunch
groom, were hosts to the
Inn at ten a.m
Hale, Jr ,
Norman L
delightful rehearsal dinner
Problems.? Yon'll feel better if you get It off your desk
Owensboro, brother of the
at the
L. A.,
The Arts and Crafts Club will groom,served as the best man which was held
For a personal reply. write to ABBY. Boa No. MSS,
Lakeshore Country Club.
envelope.
this
month.
ed
not
meet
self-address
stamped,
Enclose
Calif. WOW
Groomsmen were William W.
Silver candelabra and flowerFox, Indianapolis, Ind., brother decked tapers set in cranberry
please.
An exhibition of mixed media of the brick Kent Hale, Cindown the
by Marcia A. Durrant, assistant cinnati, Ohio, brother of the glasses extended
Hale to write letters? Seed it to Abby. Box Ewes, Les
center of the dining table where
at
State
Murray
art
of
professor
groom, and Michael Miller, covers were laid for 25 guests.
Angeles. CaL 50041. for Abby's booklet. -How is Write
University, will open for 22 days
Letters for All Occasions."
The groom presented gifts to
at the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
The ushers included Terry his attendants
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Vinson, Fredonia, Michael
White Bible Ceremony
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
Murray, Phillip Hamra.
Stalls,
Getting up &Whim, townies, I...4..0
In a traditional candlelight
gloves worn during
Rubber
Art
or ac•sty How, log pair... BACKExhibit of paintings by Ed Hamlin, and William R. Fox. service a white Bible was
ACHE may Wall. of functi••••1 kidney
heavy housework or while Garman, West Coast colorist
disord•ra-='Dimgar Aloud." Givo •
Cairo, Ill., fraternity brothers of presented to Miss Kaye Fox, a
way
surest
the
is
loft with gout'. BUKETS 3-1•16•-•dishes
doing
from Imperial Beach, Calif., the groom. Terry Vinson and
d•y treatment. Flu•h Isidnays. REGUbreakformer YWA Member, by the
from
nails
to prevent
LATE PASSAGE. Your 46c back if
will open at the Clara M. Eagle
William R. Fox also acted as Women's Missionary Union of
not colaskaosel in IS hours TODAY at
ing and skin from chapping
Gallery, Price Doyle Fine Arts acolytes for the afternoon.
dolland Drug Co
the First Baptist Church,
Center, Murray State, for 22
For her daughter's wedding, Madisonville, on Saturday,
days_
Mrs. Fox wore a deep pink December 23, in the church
chiffon dress fashioned with a chapel. Miss Fox's wedding to
fitted bodice with full skirt and Mr. John Mark Hale was an
long sleeves. She had matching event of December 30.
• PANTS • SKIRTS
accessories and a white orchid
The program was introduced
corsage.
• JUMPERS
by Mrs. Kenneth Markham,
Mrs. Hale, mother of the president of the WMU and Mrs.
• SHIRTS
groom, was attired in a purple Harold Purdy presented the
• TOPS
velvet dress designed princess white Bible. Others taking part
style with long sleeves. The in the meaningful ceremony
JACKETS
•
tiny self were Miss Alice Carroll, Miss
Miss Fonda Adams, bride- bodice featured
• IAMB
acbuttons. Her
Linda Qualls, Miss Debbie
elect of Barry Grogan, was covered
dress Markham and Miss Debbie
her
matched
cessories
complimented with a breakfast
was a white Roy. Miss Kathy Oates was
held on Saturday, January 6, at and her corsage
orchid.
soloist for the occasion . acthe Holiday Inn in Murray.
Reception
companied by -"Miss Rath
The gracious hostesses for the
A delightful reception for 150 Williams.
occasion were Mrs. Tip Miller,
in the social hall
Linen Shower
Mrs. Tommye D. Taylor, Mrs. guests followed
Church.
Baptist
First
of
the
On Wednesday evening,
Jones, Mrs. Hilton
Ronald
December 27, Miss Kaye Fox
Williams, Mrs. Aubrey Hatwas guest of honor at a linen
cher, Mrs. Marvin Swann, and
FB
shower given by Mrs. John
Mrs. Isaac Grogan.
Gilroy in the home of her
Miss Adams wore an orange
mother, Mrs. Clay Ford on West
MANCINI BOY
jersey pants suit which was a
SPECIAL RACK
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mancini of Broadway, Madisonville.
Christmas gift from her fiance.
after
and
of
played
birth
were
Games
the
her
announce
presented
Frankfort
hostesses
Tbe
with a corsage of yellow daisies a son, Christopher William, the many lovely gifts were
to compliment her outfit, and an weighing eight pounds five opened refreshments were
Sunday, served. A handmade lace
born
electric skillet as a wedding ounces,
December 31, at 1205 p.m at tablecloth was used on the
gift.
The table was centered with the Central Baptist Hospital, dining table which was centered
with an arrangement of wedan oblong arrangement of Lexington.
The new father is a retail ding bells, lighted tapers and a
yellow daisies. Four smaller
By All Means,
arrangements of yellow daisies sales manager for Goodyear in silver coffee service. The home
was beautifully decorated for
in vases of pottery chickens Frankfort.
Go To
Maternal grandparents Sr' the holidays.
were spaced on the table.
Those attending were Mrs
A aelicious breakfast con- Mr. and Mrs. Jack Snow
On the Square
sisting of fresh grapefruit Frankfort,. Paternal grand - Arthur Fox, mother of the
halves, bacon, scrambled eggs. portals are Mr. sad Mrs.,, brid1eI.M1L. Kyle liuntet.
ieitt—ky
-Mayf
grits, toast, blue berry muffins, Helmond .R. Mancini of East- Mrs. Tom Craft, Mrs. Jane
Mosley. Mrs. Dayton Stinnett,
jellies, and coffee was served. chester, New York.
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Taylor Superb As Racers Run
For 119-88 Win At Field house

Success Hasn't Robbed
•
Tenace Of FamiWbfe
I.UCASV I LLE, Ohio (API - thinking about doing for some
Oakland's unlikely hero in the time.
"The series gave me secur1972 World Series hasn't let
success rob him of something ity," he said. -Before the
money can't buy-a happy fam- series there was talk of trading
either me or Dave Duncan.
ily life.
••I had opportunities...speak- After the series, I figured I'd
ing engagements, television ap- be staying a while."
Tenace, 26, batted only .225 in
pearances," Athletics catcher
Gene Tenace said during a re- 1972 and went one-for-17 in the
cent interview at his trailer American League playoff
series.
home in Southern Ohio.
Tenace said he has spent
He said he passed un one offer of 510,000 for ah appearance mg& of-the winter avorking on
in Las Vegas, Nei.7, and ciidn't his father-in-law's Christmas
intend to let his World Series tree farm, and hunting just
abw.t every day'.
foolo-ehanne him.
•Teven went out New Year's
--- The mustachioed father of
two girls belted four home runs dayr he recalled. "Missed that
to pace Oakland over the Cin- first football game of the
cinnati Reds four games. to day."
the more
Tenace said one
three. After a poor regular season, he drove in nine of Oak- meaningful events of the offland's 16 World Series runs, in- season was a -Gene Tenace
night" in Lucasville. Cincinnati
cluding the first and last in the
Reds television announcer Tom,
seventh game.
Hedrick presented him a
the
with
hothe
,being
"1 like
plaque as part of the ceremofamily," he said while one
daughtef, Staces , sat on his lap nies.
"They're also naming the
and the family's pet dog lay at
field I used to play on as a kid
his feet.
-You know if you accept all after me," he said. -There'll be
those engageMents you're away a monument in centerfield and
they've been given an Ameriall the time ) and I'm away
enoughsas it ia with baseball," can flag from the Capitol building to fly there." .
he said.
-The money, it was good, but
I can sacrifice money for my
family. Money pst isn't that
important to me. My main goal
is happiness."
Although a newsman had
been given instructions to look
for the last. trailer on the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
right," about the only thing
Missouri's victory, over Souththat would have given away lo- ern Methodist couldn't have
cation of Tenace's home would been any closer. It's also doubthave been his 1973 auto He ful whether the narrow onewon the car for being named point verdict could have evoked
Sport Magazine's most valuable any more controversy.
player in the World Series.
John Brown pumped in a layBut Tenace plans to trade in up with no time showing on the
the car for a Jeep Hunting is clock as fifth-ranked Missouri
Tenace's hobby and he said he edged SMU 74-73 in an interhas always wanted a Jeep to sectional college basketball
get places whore hunting is game Monday night.
Umpire Pat Malette of the
best.
"Besides, I have a chance to Big Eight Conference ruled the
win another car" from another basket was legal despite an em°commercial group, he contin- phatic protest from the
timekeeper that time had run
ued
_
He also said thei family in- out.
- -ri,e been on the 411*i-ei4-Of
"
tends to purchase a house in
Oakland and move in sometime this situation a few times,"
during spring training, but he said Missouri Coach Norm
explained that was something Stewart "It's tough but it haphe and his wife had been
pens "

or

made two fine blocks and
The remaining fans did get a
scored the final two points of
In the half, Murray hit on 26Bs MIKE BRANDON final
couple of thrills -in the
the game.
Ledger & Times Sportswriter ,11 for a sizzling .634 while
minute when 6-4 jumping jack,
Taylor paced the Murray
One year ago last night William Jewell managed only
Greg Carrington put on a show.
scoring with 39 while Coleman
Murray State's OVC title hopes 12-31 for a .387 pace. Murray
added 21 and grabbed 16
were given an abrupt jolt. It overwhelmingly dominated the Carrington, a freshman from
rebounds. Starks hit for 15 and
was on that Saturday night boards as the Racers had a 25-9 Washington, D.C. who missed
the first part of the season
pulled off 11 caroms while
when Les Taylor suffered a edge in the department.
because of illness in the family,
Darnell Adell tossed in 12 points
broken hand and then watched
the
Taylor, who had 9-11 in
by hitting on 6-9 floor atteinpts.
from the sidelines as the Racers
scoring
Murray
the
paced
half,
Murray' broke the
single
dropped three of four conattack with 21 while 6-6
gaine field goal percentage
ference games.
sophomore Mike Coleman
record as the Racers hit on 51-83
Last night at the f'ieldhouse
in 13. Coleman was also
froni the floor for a .614. The old
Taylor celebrated the an- tossed
he
leading rebounder as
record came._ in 1117_ -against
inversary. The 6-4 senior guard the
down 19 caroms.- '
Austin Peay•Nehen the' Racers
pumped 14 a season high 39 pulled
It was Taylor who gave the
hit at a .607 clip from the floor
points as the Racks ran over
lead
Racer's their first 30 point
against the Governors,.
William Jewell 119-88.
evening as tie canned two
In the preliminary game.
It was the last pre- of the
of
mark
54
the'14:
at
throws
free
conference game for the Racers
Coach Kayo Willis' junior
the game to put Murray up 73varsity took an easy 107-80 win
who opeji OVC play Saturday
night,
at Richniand against 42.
over Kentucky Wesleyan
the final 10 minutes of the
In
Eastern Kentucky.
Murray shot a red hot. 587 from
every member of the
Murray scooted to a quick 14-6 game,
the floor as Donnie Woods fired
saw action as Coach Cal
in 11-18 from the floor for a
lead early in the game as Taylor squad
prepared his bench for
hit his first four shots from the Luther
game hiZti 27 points.
rugged conference trail.
floor The Racers, using their the
Steve Bowers added 18 while
Murray hit the century mark
superior speed and rebounding,
Larry Kelley popped in 15 Jeff
game
the
of
mark
opened a 15 point spread at the at the 6:20
Hughes and Rick Weisman
SORRY MARK! It's unusual to see Mark House get a shot
forward Steve
7.:11 mark of the half when when 6-5 senior
added 12 and 10 points
blocked but 6-5 center Jim Schneider of William Jewell did it on
give
to
footer
15
a
popped
Brown
Marcelous Starks hit from
respectively.
this beautiful effort. House had four points and four rebounds
a 33 point bulge.
under to put Murray up 33-18. the Racers
. Murray State will take 6-3
during his stint in the Racers' sin.
With 4:56 left in the contest,
By halftime, Murray was
slate to Eastern Kentucky
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
floor to the tune
enjoying a 59-36 cushion as the Taylor left the
Saturday night before tangling
by
ovation
standing
a rousing
of.
with Morehead on the road
Racers were burning the cords
the crowd of some 4,000.
- Monday night.
from all over the floor.

Missouri Takes Controversial
Win Over Southern Methodist

M U RRAY /11461,11SERV ICE

Guaranteed Mufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St
Phone 753 9999

Weight-Watchers'
T

SMU Coach Bob Prewitt was scored 24 points as underdog
Florida took an early 8-6 lead
less than philosophical.
-The official Malette al- they never relinquished. Vanready had made up his mind derbilt was handcuffed as 7-4
He should have consulted the Steve Turner collected three
tinier," the angry' cage boss ex- fouls in the first five minutes.
Dwight Lamar sparked a SW
claimed. .
-The ctock never went off Louisiana rally by scoring six
and that's what has to be offi- of his game-high 32 points in
cial," said Mallette. -If the the final two minutes.
The Seminoles recorded their
shot goes off and we can't hear
the buzzer, then I will consult second highest scoring total of
the timer-that is the only time. the season, romping to a 56-34
But If the clock never goes off, halftime bulge and placing all
all I can do is assume there is five starters in double figures.
[)avid Vaughn scored 34
time left "
Freshman Ira Terrell, who points and hauled down a
led SMU with 26 points, had put school record 34 rebounds as
his team ahead 73-72 with three Oral Roberts romped past
seconds left. Missouri then Brandeis 13-96. Ruben Montecalled time with two seconds nez registered 22 points as Duremaining. Steve Blind then quesne whipped St. Bonaventook a half-court pass and ture 84-60.
In other games Monday night
missed his attempt, but Brown,
who scored 35 points, grabbed it was: Illinois St. 107, Morethe rebound and scored the con- head St. 91; Illinois 76, Wisconsin 74; Michigan 71, Iowa 59,
troversial bucket.
The timekeeper, Bill Durrett, Iowa St. 73, Oklahoma St. 59,
said when the clock was reset Southern Mississippi 105, Misafter the time out the buzzer souri-St. Louis 83 and Kentucky
90, Mississippi St. 81.
wasn't turned on.
Other results were: Southern
In other games involving
teams in the Associated Press Alabama 83, Fairfield 82. GeorTop Twenty, Florida upset No. gia Tech 69, Rice 65; Furman
9 Vanderbilt 80-72, No, 13 South- 82, Niagara 77; New Mexico 87,
western Louisiana defeated Cin- St. Louis 67 and Utah St. 84,
cinnati 94-88 and No. 18 Florida Texas Tech 76.
State crushed Georgetown 10170.
Gene Shy, a 6-foot-5 forward,

A plot:flan( way to
help docroas• your
desire to oat

Bowling
Standings
Bowling League

WALLIS

It DRUGS

MURRAY 'UPI* PL 3.1272 KENTUCKY

Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 11. Our average fee for
over seven and a half million
, customers last year was only
about 12 dollars.

Team
Ezell% Beauty School
Bank of Murray
Johnson's Grocery
Murray Insurance Agency
Murray Muffler Servic*
Triatigle Inn
Boones
Tappan
Jerry's Restaurant
Amusement
Faker
Faker Amusement Co

42 18
39 21
38 22
35 25
37 28
31 29
77 33
22 38
20 40
CO
I .1 46

High Team Game (SC)
811.
Erell'i Beauty School
789
ionnsorcs'GrOcery
761
Triangle Inn
High Teem Game (HC)
1008
School
Beauty
Etelrs
997
Triangle inn
977
JohnsOn's Grocery
High Team Series (SC)
2223
Ezell's Beauty SchOol
2212,
Johnson's orocery
7211
Triangle Inn

High Team Series (NC)
2919
Triangle Inn
2814
fiefl's Beauty School
2776
Grocery
JOhnsOn'S
High Ind_ Game (SC)
Mildred Hodge
Marilyn Chatman
Wanda Nance
High Ind. Game (HC)
Mildred Hodge
Marilyn Chatman
Billie Hall

724
196
188
152
226
219

High Ind. Series (SC)
553
Mildred Hodge
491
Hazel Brinkley
Marilyn Chatman
High Ind Series (NC)
Mildred Hodge
617
632
Barbara Barnett
623
.Hazel Beakley

DOsLidEBLOCIIIC

• High Average's
Mildred 14055Qo
Wirth/11 rhatman
•
Wanda Nance
Norma Bennett

THE INCcpsikg TAX

NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG:
Open 9. m 6pm week wet, 9 a.m 5 p.m Sat Phone 753 9704
NO APPO TMENT NECESSARY

tiarnora inesanner
Frames Hariove
Linda Drake
Isabel Parks
Margie Garland

Washini
Defeat I

.„
By BRUCE LOWI
Associated Press Sport
LOS ANGELES ( AP
last time the Miami I
lost a football game il
Washington-but' that
mean a thing, psycho
or otherwise, says
Coach George Allen.
•'We used a lot of
people then -and so ch
Allen said Menclay of
skins' 27-24 preseason
against the Dolphins,
proceeded to chalk up
regular-season record
by playoff victories
Cleveland and Pittsbur
"It's as if the Cal&
gels beat, say, the Los
Dodgers in an exhibit
they wound up in th
Series. One has nothi]
with the other "
Mentioning the Ange
just by chance. It's the
Anaheim Stadium, W
Redskins are working
their first National
League championshii
since 1945.
They attracted sor
young fans to their I
practice, then had to
covet- when more than
spectators, ignoring
security force, vaulted
park fences and stori
the field, seeking aui
pictures and hareishal
"It was heartening
said of the turnout, '
The Redskins coach
he couldn't underst.i
Washington has been
as a slim favorite to
Dolphins in Super BOi
Sunday

Monday'
Basketb

By The Associated
East
Augusta 83. MIT 54
Duquesne 84, St Boi

Save money!
Save Mammy!
On Mom's Ni ht Off! ,

60
Rhode

Island 91 ye!
SW Louisiana 94 C
OT
South
FloridaSt 101, G.
D C 70
Florida 80. V ander Pi
E Tennessee 66, G
ern 65
Furman 82, Niagara
Georgia 84, Auburn
UNC Charlotte 69.
Peay 68
Stetson 84. Lehigh 7
Kentucky 90, Missi,
81
S. Mississippi 105,
Louis 83
Ga Tech 69, Rice 6
Mississippi 60, Tenn
Midwest
Michigan 71, low. !
N Illinois 74, W
DePaul 66, Westrne
Illinois 76, Wisconsi
Iowa St 73. °loan°
Wes Milwaukee 72, i
Valparaiso 65, Buhr
Central Michigan 7

Steve Brown, 6-5 senior forward of the Reeers, grabs one of hi.
four rebounds. Brown hit on 4-1 from the floor as he scored nine
points in the Murray victors
'Staff Photo bs Mike Brandon'

Jack Nicklaus Sees Pro Golf
Going To World-Wide Tourneys

Y

Diaphene-Forte'

Les Taylor hit for a season
high of 39 points in last night's
119-88 win over William Jewett.
Taylor fired in 16-22 from the
floor in playing one of his finest
games of the year.
Staff Photo bs Mike Brandon)

36 111- N
WILLIAM 'SWILL
attleltkI sssss ----.
It film.* to
Piney
Si.. Barrett
1 04 .
14 75 39
Les Taylor
4 12 9
Jew. la illiams
9 3-4 21
Mike !Coleman
7 1•3 15
Marrelour Starks
• 143 12
Darnell Adell
4 12 9
545,4 Brown
1 04 2
Gera Carrington
T 5 Jamison
2 2-4 II
I 2 2 II
Mark Home
1117.31 119
Te9alt
WILLIAM JEWELL
IM eta•-• to
Player
5 43 14
0455 Goortoff
l int Kamer
5 1 3 II
14 1741 32
Mark V.pelleti
Am. yMil ember(
2 -04 4
1 34 5
Jim Sohneolor
1 00 2
Damon Soll,•
John Sornmon5
1 2-2 4
Torn Aihruipt
1 04 2
3 AA 5"
.44,e If'-k•o.on
i lyiu-i.•'
- 4 . ill 6
'- unk
Tows
37 14-21 N
'
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•

162
152
155
145
144
143
143
142
140
140

Nicklaus was presented a silBy WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
ver crown proclaiming him the
RANCHO ,LA COSTA, Calif. "King of Golf." He spent the
AP)- Jack Nicklaus sees big- day playing with writers over
Costa cinirse, annual
time tournament golf going the 1
MONY
the
of
global with the United States scene
providing only a segment of a Tournament of Champions.
•
rich tour that will lap over to
other continents.
"Personally, I would like to
see golf played on a seasonal
basis in this country with more
competition in foreign lands,"
the game' top player told Pacific Coast golf writers Monday
night after they had honored
him as the No. 1 player of last
Term.
MURFREESBORO.
year.
API--Middle Tennessee came
"I don't know what that season is but I am in favor of few- from a 34-31 halftime deficit to
er
and
more
select defeat Bellarmine College of
tournaments. That way, we Louisville, Ky., 74-68, Monday
would be able to provide a night in a non-conferance basmore representative field for ketball game.
- Blue Raiders Coach Jimmy
most of the sponsors."
angry at the sloppy first
Earle,
won
more than
Nicklaus, who
$320,000 on the U.S. tour last half play of his starting five,
year while playing in about half sent his first string to -the
of its 40-odd tournaments, said dressing room with 2:11 left
he wouldn't be surprised to see and let his scrubs finish the pethe Mexican Open and rich riod.
The second teamers held
tournaments in Japan and
Great Britain added to the their own against the Kentucktournament program in future ians but Earle let the starters
back on the floor when the final
years.
"I support the American tour' period began. The chastised
but I think we should also sup- Raiders scored six points beport tournaments in other coun- fore letting the visitors on the
tries," the blond bomber from scoreboard in the second half
West Palm Beach, Fla., said in ' and al 'one point held an 11
an interview. "After*all, the point lead.
Jimmy Powell fired in 21
American tour was not built by
Americans alone but no one points-17 of them in the seccan say that fellow's such as ond half-and Steve Peeler
.is Da Wieelaw, Gary Play- 4koged 19 to lead the Raid rs.
er and Tony Jacklin haven't Bellarmine witIRTNITYlT
made tremendous contributions Hall with 16, 'George Duncan
with 14 and Derrek Doward
th our tour. We owe them
with 12.
something."'

Middle Rallies
For Bellarmine
Win Last Night

Nicklaus said, as in the past,
he planned to play only about
half of the 44 tournament tour
schedule with its purse of more
million.
"I don't like to go home and
hear my wife anf family say,
'Who is that fellow' I fix major goals, try to prepare myself
properly but want to be fresh
at the end of the year so that
my family can tolerate me. We
like football and other things."
Nicklaus said he had been invited to play in a 8100,000
tournament in Sweden after the
Bristish Open last year and he
understood that Japan was
planning a half-million dollar
tournament similar to the one
which has been announced by
the PGA for l'inehurst, N.C., in
November.
Jack said 'that he was not
aiming at the so-called grand
slam collectively-that is, winning the U.S.and Bristish
opens. the Masters and PGA in
a single year--but plans to take
them one at a time.
"I always concentrate on the
majors." said the man who
started the 1972 season by winning 'masters and U.S.
Open, "but I do not feel that
can say I'm going for the grand
slam until I have won the'first
three and am coming up to the
fourth."
Tennis
AUCKLAND, N.Z.- New Zealand's Onny Parun won on a
default and.Australia's F:vonne
d
,
430114arrett7ibtxtt
Blatchford of England 6-0, 6-3
in opening round play at the
New Zealand Open.

111 70
111inoK St 107,

Mc

91

Southwest
Utah St 24, Texas
Oral Roberts 173, E
Baylor 84, Tulane
Missouri 74, SMU 7
S F. Austin 104, An
Far West
Stanford 76, Wash in
New Mexico 87, St

calitorrne 59. was

53

Nevada Las Vegas
rio 62

Tournamer
Eleanpot Clat
First Rosin
Northeastern 97, Bi
Harvard 77, Bostor

SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES
MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES AFTER 4 P.M.

Kentucky
Mississippi
SEC Cage

Take Mom out of the kitchen (she deserves it!)
and bring the whole family to Burgerthef.

Hamburger
15`
Cheeseburger 19(
Big Shef
39(
Super Shef
49(

STARKVILLE, h
Kentucky steamed
final seconds to st
sissippi State 90-81
eastern conferenc
game Monday iiigt
Ronnie Lions, a
hit twusfree throe
left to give the Wi
79 advantage. He f
a layup to put Ker.
84-79 with 1:03 left
Trailing by 10 i
half 141-311, the I
lied and cut the Ks
gin to one point ;
Kentucky pulled
never lagged after
Lyons and 6-11
Andrews offered
apiece for Kentui
drews grabbed a
rebounds.,
SI
Mississippi
ICnarr, a 6-2 fresh

For a'double treat,
try one with a

BURGER
• CHEF
Offer Good at
Murray -8

BURGER CHEF

- ' '•

• Kentricky is rid
season and 1-1 in I
sissipiri State is 711-2 in the conferer

- A

-'

-•
"
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ina Edges
Washington Was Last Team To DeBusschere, Carol
Austin Peay In
Maravich In Non-OVC Battle
Defeat AFC Champion Dolphins

All-Stars

SI

le
If
in
Ls

•

-3

Monday's
Basketball

Florida St 101, txdorgelowan,
0 C 70
Florida 80, Vanderbilt 72
E Tennessee 68, Ga South
ern 65
Furman 82, Niagara 77
Georgia 84, Auburn 72, OT
UNC Charlotte 69, Austin
Peay 68
Stetson 114, Lehigh 78
Kentucky 90, Mississippi St.
81
S Mississippi 105,- MO. St.
Louis 83
Ga Tech 69, Rice 65
Mississippi 60, Tennessee 52
Midwest
Michigan 71, Iowa 59
N Illinois 74, W Michigan 71
DcPaul 86, Westmont 69
Illinois 76, Wisconsin 74
Iowa St 73, Oklahoma St 59
Ws Milwaukee 72, Mercer 60
Valparaiso 65, Butler 63
Central Michigan 73, Western
III 70
Illinod St 107, Morehead St
91
Southwest
Utah St 84, Texas Tech 76
Oral Roberts 173, Brandeis 95
Baylor 84. Tulane 69
Missouri 74, SMU 73
S F. AvStin 104, Angelo St 73
Far West
Stanford 76, Washington 55
New Mexico 87, St Louis 67
California 59. Washington St
53
Nevada Las Vegas 64, Cobra
do 62
Tournaments
Beanpot Classic
First Round
Northeastern 97, Boston U, 17
Harvard 77, Boston COI. 67

Kentucky Dumps
Mississippi In
SEC Cage Play
STARKVILLE, Miss. APIKentucky steamed ahead in the
final seconds to stub out Mississippi State 90-81 an a Southeastern conference basketball
game Monday iiight.
Ronnie Lions, a 5-10 junior,
hit two.free throws with 1-19
left to give the Wildcats an 8279 advantage. He followed with
a layup to put Kentucky ahead
84-79 with 1:03 left,
Trailing by 10 points at the
half (41-31), the Bulldogs rallied and cut the Kentucky margin to one point at 55-54. But
Kentucky pulled ahead and
never lagged after that.
Lyons and 6-11 center Jim
Andrews offered 26 points
apiece for Kentucky, and Andrews grabbed a game-high 21
rebounds.
Rich
State's
Mississippi
Knarr, a 6-2 freshman, poured
,a
to1eaflscers.
si.•: in 31 points is noill:VAIT
"r"'"4"-eis"fi-.
Ketitickl#
season and 1-1 in the SEC. Mississippi State is 7-4 overall and
0-2 in the conference.

ing types, too, but again the anof'
ger 13 Professional instead
personal.
Don Shula is the man who decides who'll play and it ripped
the iron-jawed Miami coach
apartrio assign Morrell to the
sidelines.
"It was difficult because Earl
is such a first-class person on
and off the field," Shute said
Monday. "We wouldn't be
standing here today, preparing
for the Super Bowl, if it sere
not for Morrell. He picked us
up in our darkest moment."
The darkest moment in a 16-0
season came when Griese was
crumpled arietr a furjoils Pass
ASA
rush by San Diego Charger
wag
ys Deacon Jones and
strongbo
GB
Pct
L.
W.
Run East. Shula's heart was
31 it 649
Carolina
76 15 634 3
Kentucky
suddenly in his throat.
24 72 522 144
Virginia
"Seeing Griese, the player of
1S 27 157 1414_,
Memphis
15 28 349 15
New York
-the year in the National FootWest
ball League in 1971, laid out be28 16 .436 Utatt
77 19 537 t'l fore you is a shocking thing,"
Denver
22 19 537 4i
Indiana
he said "Then I turned to Earl
16 25 390 10'3
Dallas
help. He responded, oh, how
for
17 31
354 13
San Diego
Monday's Games
he responded." ,
No game, scheduled
Morrell quarterbacked for
Tuesday's Games
when both were emat
Shute
Carolina
vs
York
New
Greensboro
ployed by the Baltimore Colts.
Virginia at Kentucky
It was Earl who vies interMemphis at Utah
Denver at San Diego
cepted three times when BaltiDoty games scheduled
more was upset Is) the New
Wedfsdiday's Games
Sari Diego vs Dallas at Dan- York Jets 16-7 in Super Bowl

That's one.feud down, one to
By HUBERT tlIZELL
.
Associated Dress SportsNriter go.
the Bob Griesethere's
Then
LarAP)
(
S
LOS ANGELE
stickiness at quarry Csonka is fed up with people Earl Morrell
the icy, contrying to create a feud between terback. When
a busted
suffered
Griese
fident
Kiick,
Jim
Mercury Morris and
game,
fifth
season's
the
in
leg
his running partners in the
the 38-year-old Morrell came to
Miami Dolphins' backfield.
rescue.
"They love each other, they the ISolphins'
He led 11 victories in a row.
pull for each other," says
Now, with Griese healed, Bob
C.sortka. -They just hate to ride
No. 1 again for Sunday's Suis
football
real
the bench. To a
Bowl VII matchup against
per
player, the bench is hell. As far
on Redskins Old
as I can determine, nobody en- the Washingt
those bench-hatof
one
is
Earl
joys hell "

Pro Cage Standings
ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division

By THE

Pct, GB.
L
32 7 821, --34 10 173
it 30 268 22
2
1
4 38 095 29/

W
Becton
New York
Buffalo
Philadelphia

Central 'Division

575
/3 17
Baltimore
- 43 70 535 0
Atlanta
17 23 425 6
Houston
, 13 29 310 11
,Cleveland
Western -Conference
Midwest Division
31 13 705 Milwaukee
V 14 659 2,.7
Chicago
21 25 .457 11
K.C, Omaha
14 73 -:4311-11,,S
13e-fro,t
Pacific Division 30 10 750
Los Angeles
27 - I? 692
Golden State
500 10
21 21
Phoenix
13 32 289 19'2
Seattle
ii 32 .2,56 20'
PO(Hind

1.ion0ay's

Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at Buffalo
Houston at Atlanta
New YOrk vs Kansas Clv
Omaha at Kansas City
Phiadelphia at Chicago'
Baltimore at Portland
Detroit at Golden State
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Houston at Boston
City
Kansas
vs
Chicago
Omaha at Omaha
Detroit at Phoenix
BaltimOre at Seattle
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
OnlY inane: wheed

cer
Indiana at Denver
Carolina at New York
Only games scheduled

Flyers Manage
PHILADELPHIA 1API Keith Allen, vice president and
general manager of the National Hockey League's Philadelphia Flyers has had his contract extended for three years
Allen's current contract is
due to expire at the end of the
current season The new pact
extends through the 1975-76 season,

- "He's won a lot of games for
me," Shute said as the Dolphins went through a pressphoto day Monday at Blair
Field in Long Beach 'Matter
of fact, my long memory is
what caused Morrell to be retained when we cut our roster
to 40 regulars last summer."
The Dolphins will work behind closed gates as the small
baseball park today. It's the
site where Washington's George
Allen drilled the Rams when he
was their head-ram
_ &

a.

By The Associated Press
East
Augusta 83. MIT 54
St Bonaveniture
84,
Duquesne
60
Rhode island 91, Vermont 62
SW Louisiana 94, Cincinnati
88, OT

a

Feuds In Dolphin Camp Are
Professional, Not Personal

AP)('HARLOTTE, NC
Robert Blue, a 6-foot-6 junior
"They're 16-0 and they've got that's elf"
By BRUCE LOWTTT
fors ard, hit a 30-foot jumper at
And linebacker Jack Pardee,
Associated Press Sports Writer the No. 1 offense and No. 1 deNEW YORK (AP) - New the buzzer to lift the University
LOS ANGELES (API - The fense in the league," he said. one of the raft of Redskins who
and of North Carolina Charlotte to a
last time the Miami Dolphins "And they've got the three best followed Allen to Washington York's Dave DeBusschere
be 69-68 basketball win over Austin
will
been
Maravich
Pete
had
Atlanta's
coach
one
any
on
the
backs
after
to
running
it
was
lost a football game
for the Peay Monday night.
Washington-but- that doesn't team," Larry CSonita, Mercury dumped by the - Los Angeles in the starting lineup
first time when the National
With 30 seconds remaining in
Rams, added:
mean a thing, psychologically Morris and Jim Kiick.
its
holds
on
Associati
rookies.
l
Basketbal
exactly
see-saw battle, the score
the
not
brushed
generally
"We're
'Skins
The
or otherwise, says Redskin
aside the idea that Miami And we've got a few guys annual All-Star Game in Chi- aas tied at 66-66. But a
Coach George Allen.
technical was called on the
We used a lot of different might have a psychological who've been in championship cago Jan. 28.
Walter
oner
he
Commissi
when
NBA
Jefferson
already
Austin Peay bench following a
like
having
them,
over
edge
games,
they,
people then -and so did
d the disputed play, and UNC-C's
Allen said MOnday of the Red- been in a Super Bowl while it's was with Baltimore, and Verlon Kennedy today announce
Biggs I when the defensive end first eight players selected by freshman guard Bob Ball hit
skins' 27-24 preseason triumph ' new to Washington.
game,"
same
all
the
"It's
was with the New York Jets) writers and broadcasters to the foul shot to put UNC-C upagainst the Dolphins, who then
the represent the East in the 23rd by one at 67-66. Both teams exproceeded to chalk up a perfect said wide receiver Roy Jeffer- and a couple of others. So
last annual classic at Chicago Sta- changed turnovers before
regular-season record followed son. -You formulate a game fact that they were here
Jailies _Wilhelm of Austin
year and we weren't doesn't dium
by playoff victories against plan, work on it, then go into
• John Havliceli of Bostassieneei-Peay, the nation's leading
-----' The game and try to execute It, really mean much."
Cleveland and Pittsburgh.
named for the eighth straight scorer, hit a 10 footer to'give
-It's as if the California Anyear, joining New York's Walt the Governors the lead with
gels beat, say, the Los Angeles
Frazier and DeBusschere, At- eight seconds to play.
Dodgers in an exhibition, then
lanta's Maravich and Boston's
After the basket, UNC-C
they wound up tn the World
Dave Cowens as starters.
called time out with eight seeSeries. One has nothing to do
Completing the first eight are
rids remairung in the contest.
with the other."
of Atlanta, Wes When play resumed, the ball
Hudson
Lou
wasn't
Angels
ng
the
Mentioni
Unsold of Baltimore and Lenny was passed in to Blue at the
Just by chance. It's their home,
of Cleveland.
midcourt stripe with four secAnaheim Stadium, where the By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS pulled three points in front of ,Wilkens
in ,the onds to go, and he went in for
coaches
eight
The
NHL
the
in
Boston
for
p
out
working
Redskins are
The hockey teams from the runner-u
Eastern Conference will select the winning score.
thetr first National Football Province of Quebec had this East.
l players for 'the
Williams led all scorers with
The Canadiens took a 3-1 lead six additiona
League championship game thing about blowing third-periteam. Since each NBA 28 points, while Blue led UNC-C
East
Yvan
by
of
goals
a
pair
on
since 1945.
od leads Monday night but one
must be represented by at
ith 17 Austin Peay of the,
They attracted some 4,000 of them managed to pull out a Cournoyer and one by- Frank club
and no more ohio Valley Conference is now.Mahovlich. But Dennis Heiden least one player
young fans to their hour-long victory anyway.
the coaches must ;-2 while independent UNCX
scored for Minnesota at 7:72 than three,
practice, then had to run for
No, itaramet,the Itiontreak
one man from moves up to 5-4
least
at
pick
y
,
cover when more than half the Canadiens. They settled for a 3- and Raster Harvey's powerpla
Buffalo. Houston and Philaspectators, ignoring the slim 3 tie with the Minnesota North goal 6'2 minutes later tied the
Two
Lose
Braves
one
than
more
GO
delphia and
security force, vaulted the ball- Stars in the only National score.
from New
Bergeron backhanded a 10- additional player
BOSTON I AP)- The Boston
park fences and stormed onto Hockey League action_ The vicYork, Boston or Atlanta.
Braves of the American Hockey
the field, seeking autographs, torious sextet was the Quebec foot shot past New York goalie
to give the Norpictures and handshakes.
. League have lost two more
HOCKEY.
Nordiques, who eked out a 6-5 Pete Donnelly
"It was heartening," Allen triumph over the New York diques their victory. Bergeron's CLEVELAND-The Cleveland players because of injuries.
The team said Monday that
said of the turnout, "but sca- Raiders in the only World decisive goal, his seventh of the Barons of the American Hockey
on the only shot League will play most, if not all, left winger Neil Clairmont will
ry.''
Hockey Association game on season, came
The Redskins coach also said Yves Bergeron's goal after 21-2 of the overtime session by ei- of their remaining 18 home be out for the ,season with a
leg.
he couldn't understand how minutes of sudden-death over- ther team.
-games in the Jacksonville, Fla., fractured bone In his right
Quebec goals by Jean Pay- Coliseign.
He %as injured Friday.
Washington has been installed time
Andre
Left winger Chris Hayes will
as a slim favorite to beat the
FOOTBALL
However, it was a profitable ette, Rejean Giroux,
out of action for a month.
be
Walt
Dolphins in Super Bowl VII on evening for both Canadian Gaudette and Michel Parizeau
Va
PETERSBURG,
York markers by Ron Lovett resigned as head coach He suffered a separation in the
Sunday.
clubs. The Nordiques climbed and New
and Gene Peain Sunday's
within three points of third- Ward, his 34th,
of the Virginia State College right shoulder
the
Nordiquesia a
staked
cosh
_ the Rocheider Asherfootball team after three years' game with
place New York in the WIIA's
4-2 lead after two periods:
leans.service
East Division while Montreal

Quebec Ekes Out
6-5 New York Win
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Congress Talking Tough
About Ending Viet War
( AP) — Con- .oner release. The .,President
gress is talking tough about signed the bill but said the
ending the war. The weeks Vietnam -policy rider was not
ahead will tell whether Senate going to affect his position. He
and House are prepared to said. it was -without binding
match the words with action if force and effect.'.'
President Nixon does not'gain a
An appropriations cutoff
settlement.
would be a different matter, alCongresses past have heard though the Pentagon once sugspeeches, adopted resolutions, gested that money already
approved amendments, all 'voted and committed would be
aimed at ending U.S. in- enough to keep Vietnam oper- volvernent in Vietnam. But al- ations going for a time.
ways they have stopped short
House Democrats have
of seeking to legislate peace by adopted a resolution calling for
denying the administration the an end to U.S. spending on the
money to finance American
Indochina war, subject to arparticipation.
rangements for safe withdrawal
That is what Democrats on of American troops and release
both sides of the Capitol are of POWs. That action came in
talking about now, in the open- party caucus and has no binding days of the 93rd Congress.
ing effect, although the 154-75
During its 1972 election-year_, vote signals roughly the lineup
session, the Senate twice ap- on the majority side of the aisle
proved, once rejected, amend- when and if legislation on that
ments to cut off Vietnam ap- issue comes to a vote.
prorpations. The House voted
Democrats in the Senate are
down such legislation.
discussing a similar resolution.
Earlier, the Senate three
But with peace talks resumtimes had adopted measures to ing Monday, ,the next real
set deadlines for U.S. with- moves in Congress may await
drawal, contingent on the re- Inauguration Day, Jan. 20. Belease of American prisoners. fore the new Congress conThose failed in the House.
vened, Senate Republican LeadThe one aznerldment on which er Hugh Scott said its attitude
Congress did agree was at- 4 on legislation involving the war
tached to a weapons-procure- likely would depend on the statment bill in 1971 and sent to us of the peace effort when
Nixon_ It was a compromise Nixon formally begins his secwhich asked Nixon to set a fi- ond term.
nal withdrawal date as soon as Democratic Leader Mike
possible, again, subject to pris- Mansfield and Sen. J. W. Fulbright, chairman of the Foreign
Relations Committee, both
spoke of pressing for action in
IN STRICT MEOICAL TERMS,
Congress if peace does not
"
4 come by Inauguration Day.
House Speaker Carl Albert
said he thinks Congress would
vote to cut of war funds in its
first appropriations bill if the
conflict is not over.
That first bill almost certainly will be a measure to continue foreign-aid spending, now
due to lapse on Feb. 28.

BY BIKE— Shenyang Acrobatic Troupe crowds bicycle at Chicago debut of U S. tour.
Ten Chinese are visible, one hidden. Troupe :$ from People s Hepubiic of Lnina.
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European Community
welcomes new members
By. ROBERT Berrs
Copley News Service
Jan. 1, 1973 was the date of
Britain's formal accession to •
the European gconomic Community (EEC).
It was an historic event, of
enormous significance not
only to Europe's internal development but to its future relationship with the United
States and the rest of the
world.
The economic power of the
enlarged Community will give
it a larger voice in world affairs,one that will be more independent of the United
States. The Community also
will pose greater competition
to the world leadership of the
United States in research and
development.
The six original Common
Market nations — France,
West Germany, Italy, The
Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxembourg — constitute the
world's leading trading
power.
Twenty per cent of the
world's imports and exports
cross its frontiers, and this
excludes
tntra-Community
trade.
With the addition of Britain,
together with Ireland and
Denmark, whose formal accession took place on the
same date, the cortununity
has a total population of 250
million, a combined national
product of more than $700 bib
lion, and monetary reserves
Of some $56 billion, more than
four times those of the United
States.
Its foreign trade wW account for a quarter of the
world's total. It will be the
biggest producer of steel and
automobiles, as well as being
a leading agricultural producer, as at present,
The EEC is Intended to become more than a mere trail-

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
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Look in the section in whicls. urges you to take up the reins
your birthday comes and find wheft others slacken, to
what your outlook is, according renovate, rehabilitate where
to the stars.
you can. Use your fine talents
ARIES
freely.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20
CAPRICORN
Some interesting possibilities ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
indicated: Day may finally see
Study what are possibly good
the completion of an important.i new offerings. Give careful
project; also, a real im- thought to decisions you must
provement in your financial make soon. Outcomes could be
situation.
extremely important to your
TAURUS
•
future.
Apr. 21 to May 21) tiskla;
AQUARIUS
Venus in highly favorable (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)- "
- %•---- -72111
aspect. Not only is new romance
A period for some ina likelihood, but the reap- trospection. Through reflection,
pearance of someone who was a
you will get a clearer view of the
. great influence in your past road ahead, to make plans for
could bring back heart-- -further accomphaliment. • and
_warming memories.
.4
. happiness. .GEMINI
PISCES
(May 22 to June 211
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i
Accent now is on career
Direct your enthusiasm for
achievement, possibly some worthy causes into progressive
unusual token of recognition. channels. There may be some
Especially favored: Those in revision of plans needed,
the publishing, advertising or however. Especially favored
travel lines.
now: Travel, social interests.
CANCER
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
(June 22 to July 23
Capricornian, are an energetic
A distant goal now seems to and determined individual, bent
be within reach. Press on, and on making a success of himself
don't let others discourage you. at any cost. You are alert to
You may be pleasantly sur- seize any opportunity which
prised at the favorable response comes your way and, even if, at
you receive from a proposal times, success seems to elude
recently made.
you, you keep plodding until you
LEO
fa
reach the high plateaus you've
(July 24 to Aug. 23i
aimed for. With your verYou may outguess yourself, satility, many fields are open to
overreach in your anxiety to get you, career-wise, but you would
ahead and create a good im- probably be happiest in the
pression. Try to maintain an worlds of science, literature,
even pace and you will be able the law, banking or real estate.
to lessen tensions.
Either music or poetry could
VIRGO
prove stimulating hobbies.
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Traits to curb: secretiveness
Slow up your tempo knit and undue suspicion of
enough to tabulate the score, associates. Birthdate of: Ethan
but don't take so much time that Allen, American Rev. War
you lose ground and op- officer.
portunity. In general, a good
,
Y0
ORUR,,,P3EVror
$01:Ap...
t. ...m010,54000
peco
PE
day for re-evaluation.
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Note
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ing bloc, however. Abolishing
tariffs and barriers to the free
movement of people, goods
and capital within the region
are but preliminaries to ,
achieving the higher goal of
political integration.
A peaceful union of Europe
is something that has been envisioned for centuries, though
continuing national rivalries
and repeated war had made it
seem a hopeless quest. Winston Churchill revived the
idea at the end of World War
Il when he urged a reconciliation between France and Germany within "a kind of United
States of Europe."
Today, 15 years after the
signing of the Rome Treaty
which launched the Common
Market, it is on the way to becoming a third superpower,
with a leading role to play in
maintaining international
peace and order. Leaders of
Eurornart and thekthree new
member,nations mIt in October and 15roclaimed their de-

ternunation to transform the
whole complex of their relations into a European union by
the end of the decade.
The United States hats always favored the emergence
of a more united, and therefore stronger, more stable
and secure Europe. At the
same time it does not wish to
see a European swing toward
protectionism in trade and finance that would harm U.S.
intersts.
U.S. trade officials see an
enlarged European Commu-ally as presenting.. American
businessmen with both an op:
portunity and a challenge.
Since Enromart was formed, U.S. exports to it have
risen frcen $2.8 billion to $9
billion. From 1959 to 1971,
trade with the Market yielded
a $21 billion surplus for this
country.
By 1980, it is estimated that
the EEC will represent a market of $13 billion and the
United States hopes to go on
having a big share of it.

China Market Expected
To Grow In Near Future
NEW YORK ( API — "Made
And then there's the doll, a
in China." That's the new chic set of needles and instructions
label to have at home and on how to perform your very
American merchants report own doll acupuncture.
that business is slow now. but
Buyers generally rave about
they expect the China market the quality of Chinese worwill grow.
kmanship, pointing out that
Some already think it's there. China is one of the last areas in
In New York, Alexander's de- the world offering hand-made
partment store reports a ship- goods. An employe of the Neiment of silk pajamas from The man-Marcus art gallery depart-People's Republic of (line was ment in exclusive Bal Harbour,
sold in one morning. In Dallas, Fla., views the objets d'art
Nieman-Marcus says its maul- quite differently.
land goods are going "hand
"The workmanship just isn't
over fist."
very good," sniffed Beverly
-I think the market has a Francis. "It's very shoddy
great deal of potential," says work. People look but they are
Bruce Houghton, buyer for the not buying much."
Bon Marche chain in WashingBloomingdale's in New York
ton and Oregon. But he added Was one of the -first to open its
that it needs a great deal of de- "China Passage" in October
velopment. -1971. They then had to buy
From January to November through a Frenchman who
of this year, imports totaled bought directlY from China.
$29.5 million, the U.S. Depart- The shop is now closed and the
ment of Commerce reports
mainland items left over are
"China shops" are popping dispersed in their proper deup in department stores and art partments throughout the store
galleries across the country
The biggest spenders are persince the United Nations admit- haps the art collectors or
ted The People's Republic of.t pkople who want the very difChina and trade subsequently ferent conversation piece. Ofwas opened with the United ferings for this group include a
States. Some are advertising $450 bamboo fish cage, linens in
with a loud boast that the goods the $200 to $300 price range, ancame from "Red China." Oth- tique court robes up to $3,500
ers haven't decided if that's and porcelains above $5,000.
proper strategy with which to
Larry Masters, general merlure the capitalist dollar.
chandising manager of Wood"Most of those 4. products) ward & Lothrop in Washington.
have been fairly well received D.C., reports his customers are
because they're inexpensive, al- mainly interested in owning an
though we didn't go to great item not many other people
lengths to identify the goods as ha ve "
being from-Red China," says I"
Houghton,
The best-selling items seem
• SOUTH AFRICA HAS
to be inexpensive hand-made , - AIRLINE FOR BLACKS
goods, gifts between $20 and
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
8311. Also popular are the au- (AP) — Kei Air Services has
thentic worker's suit, yours for been organized as the first air
$25, bamboo graters for $4 and line exclusively for the use of
baskets and bowls. Hand-paint- black passengers flying beed eggs, $10 to $11, are also top tween tribal homelands and co
les in Cape-Province
sellers.
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THE JUDAS GOSPEL; by
Peter Van Greenaway,
Atheneum Publishers; 240
pages; $6.95.
Reviewed By
RON WELTS
Copley News Service
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Through a quirk of fate this
document falls into the hands
of an atheistic lecturer on ancient languages who was the
sole survivor of a Palestine
guerrilla attack On a small archaeological expedition
whose purpose was based on a
dream knovm only to its
leaders_
When the Vatican learns of
the new Testament the Pope
dispatches a Domirucan theologian to negotiate with the
discoverer for rights to the
new gospel
Greenaway has woven a
taut tale of murder, intrigue
and religious zeal gone awry
into a very believable novel
which is bound to inspire lively conversation -and speculation
Greenaway makes excellent use of flashbacks to show
how fate can place men of different ages and different
backgrounds into situations
which closely resemble one
another.
In addition, his settings, the
misty English countryside,
London, the shadowy caves of
Jordan and the mysterious recesses of the Vatican itself
lend credibility and authenticity to the novel and pull the
reader deeper and deeper into
the plot.
If you've become bored with
the usual fare of suspense-adventure novels, "The Judas
Gospel" will certainly whet
your appetite and pique your
curiosity.
After all, who knows what
writings may be waiting in the
darkened recesses of some
small cave near the Dead
Sea?
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ALLMAN BROTHERS GO ON
MACON, Ga. (AP) - Despite the death of bass guitarist
Berry Oakley. 24, the Allman
Brothers Band will carry on as
a unit
Oakley died on Nov. 11 from
head injuries he received in a
motorcycle accident in Macon
He is survived by his wife.
Linda. a daughter. Brittany.
and a sister, Candy, all of Macon.
The Allman Brothers canceled Nov 18 and 19 dates with
the Grateful Dead in Houston
but kept December dates as
scheduled.

MET RUSH TICKETS
FOR SENIORS
NEW YORK (AP) - The
Metropolitan Opera has extended its rush-ticket service to include senior citizens
Upon. presentation of the
identification card used for the
subways and buses, one half
hour before curtain time, senior
citizens may purchase any unsold seats for $4 each
• • At the beginning.of the season, the Met inaugurated a
rush-ticket policy for students
More than 1,000 have taken advantage of it

HEAL ESTATE FOR SALEL

AVON CAN brighten your lifewith extra aish you can earn as
an Avon Representative. It's a
great way to- end money
worries-selling our famous
products in your spare time.
Fee
Call: 443-3366 Collect.
SEMI-DRIVERS needed. Local
teimpanys need Certified SemiDrivers. Earn $300-$400 per week.
Ni. experience necessary, will
tram. Enr_ appligallen, 101 317636-2675, or write Coastway
American SyStettus. P.O. Box
11125, Indianapolis, Indiana
46201.
January25C.

Help Wanted
Boy for Night Shift Cook

Everyone knows there are
four Gospels in the New Testament of the Holy Bible, but
now there is a fifth.
Peter Van Greenaway flips
the switch on this theological
time bomb and the result is a
masterful,
mind-blowing
piece of fiction which is as
current as today's headlines.
"The Judas Gospel" sets
into motion a chain of events
which threatens to rock the
religious foundations of the
world aod crumble the walls
of the Vatican.
Written at the end of his life
by the embittered and deeeived man the world has
come to regard as history's
arch-traitor, the gospel according to Judas throws a different light on accepted New
Testament
versions
of
Christ's life, includnrelhe betrayal of Christ by Peter, the
most trusted of the Apostles.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Apply In Person

Long John Silvers
So. 12th Street

(
WE ARE ...

SA T BILT

TIRES

OVER STOCKED

-

With Famous Long Lasting

DEAN TIRES
Which Means ..

SPECIAL SALE
PRICES!!

LAKE FRONT furnished two
bedroom house in Pine Bluff
Shores. Phone 753.2250.
J11C

ITS EASY TO ENJOY
From the hill top view you
411 have a panOramic view
of a beautiful forested area
overlOOking Kentucky Lake
rti,s will be yours along with
rustic, modern log type
home,
three
naneired
'edrooms 'ore in cedar, one
n
hurry. One in pine,
DapOus 23' x 30' living room
,witfi fireplace for enjoyable
ontertamino or for a cozy
"vetting with a book and a
berry fire, electric heat, air
Onditioned Guest cottage
Poe-ore kiwi*. Won end
torage house. Huge 1500' sq
odrn with loft Deep welt
14irOx.matply two acres On
^
441 at Hamlin Spring
,J around the corner act
NOW , For only 540,000 you
,in enjoy
House, guest
Linage barn, and land

Two

BEDROOM house, 104
Ninth 9tht Street. Key at 102 Itic.rth
9th. Write Harding C. Williams,
236 Locust, Mononk, Illinois,
61760.
JI9C
TWO BEDROOM furnished
trailer, air conditioned. One mile
from Murray. Garbage pick up
and water furnished. $85.00 per
month. Phon4C.14,523J I6C
6332.

FOR RENT
Furnished House for 3 or 4
college students Close to
Campus
Phone 753-5865 Deys
or 7534108 after 5 p.m.

JOHN C NEUBAUER
REAL ESTATE
?Oa So 4th Street 4`
Murray, Kentucky 5e5
tiS I 753,7531
753-0101

* COME BY AND SEE US *

Cain Gulf Service

FOR RENT

Another View 0

114
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SERVICES OFFERED
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01
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:9

FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
two bedrooms. Phone 753J16C
9957.

FIDEL CASTRO AF3OLISHED 0-4.RISTMA5.
I 'IL AI.I. your additionsor
residential
NOW
IF NIXON WOULD JU5T ABOLISH
WANTED: JANITOR, full time.
oleodeling.
i
Phone 753-5862
Corner of 6th & Main
TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
Must have experience 'in floor
coritutertial. New or old. Free THE LAST OF EVERY MONTH."
air conditioned, all electric,
TFC
care. Good pay for the right
-owe:Iles, Call 753-6123.
'water furnished. Call 7534551
person. Apply in person at Big
NOTICE
CURTIS-MATHIS console stereo; PRO-MODEL Bass fishinst boat,.
NOTICE
after 4 p.m.
J1OP
K.
JI1C with AM-EM radio, turn table motor, trailer, trolling motor, r'OR ALL your glass needs call
Carl
Howard Glass Conipany.
and tape deck. $350.00. Phone 753- two gas tanks, two batteries.
LARGE FOUR room furnished
NURSE AIDES Applications are 8456.
J13C Complete rig at 1010 Doran Road Specializing in commercial and
apartment gas, heat and private
J12C
now being accepted for nurse
or phone 753-2386. Late-)McCarty, auto- Phone 753-0176.
entrance. No pets. Phone 753aides. Apply in person to West- CHEST OF Drawers, three large owner.
J9P
1203
J1OC
view Nursing Home, 1401 South drawers used and refinished,
J 15C Phone 753-6762.
16th Street.
J1OC
THREE BEDROOM trailer, 1'7
SEARS 36" white. gas range,
bath, gas heat, air-conditioned. 50
TEXAS REFINERY CORP of- SOFA AND arm chair, in good $100.00 or best offer. Phone 753TEO'
gal. hot water heater, garbage
fers opportunity for high income condition. Call 753-9923
J1OC 7855 after 4:30 p.m.
disposal Located in Mobile
PLUS cash bonuses, convention
Home Village, spot A-11. Phone
trips and fringe benefits to TWO OCCASIONAL chairs, hide- 1971-61'x12' MOBILE home, two
753-6168 day 753-4743 night. J1OC
mature man in Murray area. a-bed couch, one lounge chair bedrooms, central heat and air
Regardless of experience, air with ottoman,44shag area rug conditioning, 10'x15' room atCOMPLETE HOME
tached, and 10'x10' patio. Phone
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
mail I.K. Pate, Pres., Texas
J15C
§x12:Phone 753-5114.
JIAC
Benton 527-9943.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
Refinery Corp., Box 711-e Fort
REMODELING
with shower and bath. One or two
Worth, Texas 76101
JI1P
bedrooms. Zinunerman .ApartFREE
TIMOTHY STRAW. 60 cents a
clients, South 16th Street, 753WANTED: BABY-SITTER, bale. Call 492-8613.
JlIC
ESTIMATE--.
,6609.
J14C
evenings for 4 year old girl. Must
r
have references. Phone 753••••••••••••••••
REGISTERED BLACK Angus
About Our
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
J1ONC cattle.' heifers, 4 bulls, age 6 to
0693.
'bedrooms, central heat and air,
BAILEY'S SHINE Shop, 100e7
REAL ESTATE ron SALE
12 months. Call James MitAluminum Sheets
7510961
WANTED BABYSITTER to chuson,437-1365.
North 5th Street will reopen for ceramic tile...bath, welsher ofid
J15P
BY OWIF.R; dour bedroow business on January 9. All dryer hook up, built in stove.
come to my home. Prefer own
each
home, with large den, large customers welcome back, Only $125.00 per month plus utilities.
References 1971 TAPPAN gas range. Harvest
transportation.
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Phone 753-7850.
TFC
private patio, large utility room, shine parlor in Murray
ITC Gold Phone 753.9054 aft* 6:00
required. Ph. 753-7822.
J9C
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
dishwasher,
-cabinets,
maple
p.m.
JI1C
The Ledger & Times
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
RENT "SPECIALS." For rent,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
WILL DO babysitting anytime in
753-7625 nights.
TFC
furnished or unfurnished, a two
p.m.
Ph.
3:00
my home. C,all after
and Middle SchooLs. Priced to
103 N 4th Street
Montgomery
Ward
bedroom house and two one
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, sell. Bank loan available to right
7534839.
JI1C COUCH AND Chair, green with
1203 Chestnut
Murray,
Kr
bedroom apartments Monthly or
and
bank
gravel,
fill
dirt
days,
or
also
753-1822
Phone
person'.
dedY
Wednesday
Sate,
gold flowers, real good condition,
lease rates negotiable
topsoil Phone Hardin, 354-8138, 753-6342 nights.
TFC
Phone 753-1916
10 percent oft all Returned
$50for both. Ph.753-1415.
J11C•
IN MEMORY
C.O. Bondurant Realty, over
TFC
Goods
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
Open rill 703 PM
INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Call 753-9954 or
Swann.Grocery).
In loving memory of Herman THREE PIECE bedroom suite,
INSURANCE: Homeowners, KELLy,S TE.RMITE, and Pest Two bedroom furnished house
J9C
753-3460.
L. Lassiter who passed away Jan. about 130 years old, good conFarmowners and Mobile Homes Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South with living room, kitchen, utility THE FOLLOWING schedules
9, 1966. Memories are treasures dition, $100. Also beautiful No. 4
TWO BEDROOM house, shower13th Street. "Every day you room arid bath, paneled walls,
none can steal. Death Te a bell, perfect condition, $100. Low rates, broad coverage, delay lets bugs have their
will be canceled effective tub bath, modern kitchen, carpet
erie•tric heat. storm windows and
Excellent claim service. Check
heartache no one can heal. The Phone 753-8972.
JI1C with
TFC storm doors, newly painted. January 15, 1973. A bus leaving and tile floors, automatic washer
us before you buy. Galloway way."
blow was so hard, the shock too
Murray, at 4:00 p.m. to Cadiz, hog,* up, electric heat and cirLarge lot 53'7'x140'. Now renting
Insurance
81 Realty Agency.
Hopkinsville, Clarksville, and culating coal or wood stove. Near
severe, As little we thought his TWIN BOOK case beds, springs
WILL
Uniforms
_a
DO
sewing.
Phone 753-5842.
for $1013.00 per month. Priced for
February 7C
Nashville. Bus leaving Murray at Kirksey, 10 minutes from town.
death was so near. Only those and mattresses, $15 each: table
,
speciality. Ph. 7534520.
JIIC quick sale at 212,750.00. Including
who have lost a dear one can tell and two chairs, $10; one 12x14
5.00 p.m. to Paducah,Ky. J1IC Family
only.
References
4 beds, 2 chest if drawers, kitENGLISH PLEASURE horse, 12
the pain of parting without a rose figured rug, $10; one 11x12
required. Available now Phone
and-or
housework
DO
WILL
chen table, with chairs; electric
years old. Priced reasonable.
farewell. For dearly we loved blue rug, $5; best Tappan 30 inch
only nickle cup of
489-2405.
J1OC
Phone 753-5525 or 753-7109. JIIC baby-sitting in your home. Phone stove, electric refrigerator.
him in life, now in death, and we electric range. Some odd chairs
coffee in town
J9P Shown by appointment only.
767-6254,
always will.
and tables. Phone 753-8972, JlIC
The 8 to 10 Club
HOUSE, NEAR college, with
Phone J(.1in Pasco, Jr., 7538'x40"TRAILER. Reason for
Burger Queen
rooms and kitchen for several
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank 7278
TFNC
a
-sell
at
Will
moving.
selling,
ONE 55 GALLON aquarium
Wife-Genova Lassiter
girls. Second semester, $140.00
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
lit complete with fish One 20 gal. real reasonable price. Phone 435and family.
163 ACRES near Kirksey, gravel
each. Phone 753-9773.
J12C
JIIC
4492.
long complete. Three smaller
ALTOS FOR SALE
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
aquariums. Can after 5 p.m. 753'barn, rental house, pasture, and
NICE THREE bedroom house,
LAST & FOUND
If You
,8672.
J11P SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters 1965 CHEVROLET, Chevelle, V-8 crop land, dark fine tobacco, corn
242 miles north of Murray.
manufactured and installed bs motor, runs good, New snow
haw, only $26,000, call owner,
Contact Robert Wiggins at
LOST: ONE brown leather purse
Atkins Gutter Installation, tires, radio, air conditioner. Real
Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC
Wiggins' Furniture from 8:00
with drivers license and car keys. FIREWOOD FOR sale $6.00 on Murray, phone 753-8407 or 753436cheap.
Phone
Priced
nice.
Phone
Noose
a.m. til1,5 30 p.m., or phone 753If found phone 753-5662 or return the ground. Will deliver. Phone 8992.
January25C
J1OP
apartment
2154.
BRICK 'DUPLEX
J1IP
4566.
J12C
to public library.
J9P 437-4548.
Your
from
building, one block
with
black.
Yamaha
SS,
CHEVELLE
MODEL
Mini:
1970
1971
wall
to
heat,
University.
Electric
CHANNEL
6
THREE
antenna with pole
BEDROOM trailer with
LOST: RAINCOAT which was
Enduro, like new Price $12500 white stripes. Extra clean and wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
bath and half, 10157. Close to
taken by mistake at the time of and line lead in. Phone 753offer.
best
or
$1950.00
J9(' runs good.
of closet space and built-in
College. Located on College
J9C Phone 753-3932
the "Masonic Rites" for Mr. 7209.
J9P dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartPhone 435-4585.
Farm Road. Ph. 753-3920.
J15C
Stranak, at the Max Churchill
No Results:
If
RCA TELEVISION, black and
living room, bedroom,
ment
has
return
to
funeral home. Please
Devine,
Sedan
CADILLAC
J9P
1969
753-3976
white,$35.00. Phone
kitchen and bath with shower.
TWO BEDROOM House, bath,
MUSIC
Phone
funeral home or call 753clean. Air, all power, vinyl top, Well insulated with rockwool in
kitchen, living room, utility,
J15C•
7544.
\CAMERA: KODAK 35mm No 75 leather upholstery. Phone 436- the ceiling, storm doors and
electric heat, water furnished,
[
J1OP windows. Good investment
automatic electric eye centrol 2138.
121,3 miles from town
Music Lessons
LOST: '73 WINGO high School
Before 5:00 p.m., located
with
camera,
lens,
F2.8
fast
property for only $25,500.00.
Ph. 753-5147.
JI1C
Professional teachers of
Class Ring, initials insidecarrying ease and flash at. THREE BEDROOM frame Including two electric table top
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
Then
WDW. Reward. Call Collect: 376accordion, drums and band
Excellent conditit,n house, approximately 1 acre and hot water heaters, 2 electric
12x50 TRAILER, 2 miles East of
instruments. J & B Music
J15C
5236.
After 5:30 p.m. and
Phone 753-5924 or 753-1681.
J9(' full size basement, on blacktop, stoves
electric
2
and
Center, Murray, Ky. /53Murray. Phone 753-5998.
J15C
/575.
'2 mile north of Coldwater. refrigerators. Also furnished
Until
6:30
p.m.
AKC REGISTERED toy silver $11,000.00. Phone 489-2110 or 489MOZART, HAYDN with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
TWO BEDROOM, 8x50, mobile
FESTIVALS ANNOUNCED
poodle puppy, 11 weeks old. Make 2261.
J13C 8 chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
home. $50.00 a month. Ph. 489TUNING-Repair- nice pet. Phone 753-4469 after 6.00
WASHINGTON (AP)- Ken- PIANO
per year, Shown by appointment
2595.
JI1C
nedy Center for the Performing rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- p.m.
J11('
TWO 1966 Ford vans, $400.00 only. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753-'
Arts has announced two up- vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
WANT
TO
BUY
each. Phone 753-4857 days, 753- 7278.
TFNC
coming music festivals. A Mo- pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, COI,OR
TELEVISION, 25-,
CARD OF THANKS
• .111G
7244 after 6:00p.m.o
zart Festival, spanning three Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753WANT TO BUY: Used two-seater
Zenith table model. Seven
weeks, will take place in May of
LOT
for
immediate
BEAUTIFUL
sofa in good condition. Phone 753F2C months old. Phone 753-8455, J9C
8911
1974. A Haydn Festival is sched1967 VW beige bug; excellent building. Sharp St. near city park 6762.
J1OC
uled to open the center's fourth
We wish to express our sincere
condition, high mileage best shopping center, city school
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
season, in September 1975
thanks
to all our many friends
hospital,
university.
Phone
606p.m.
J9C,
5:00
753-8892,
after
offer.
treadle
sewing
WANT TO BUY
hearing aid batteries for all make
Pianos'Organs
The American Musicological
and neighbors for their ex- TFC machine. Phone 753.4697.
549-2494.
J9C
J10C
Drugs
hearing
aids.
Waliis
Society is expected to play a
See why more people buy
pressions of kindness and
1969OLDSMOBILE,N.Two-door TWO ACRES off Hwy. 121 on
key role in the Mozart Festival,
Wurlitter than any other
sympathy
shown to us durirrg the
factory
power
with
All
hardtop.
file
desk,
Rental
office
Saltts-Seryice
BUY
TO
WANT
piano
blacktop 1836, good building
for interchange of ideas beFROM WALL to wall, no soil ;it
purchase Practice piano and
JILC sight. Call 753-4497.
air. Phone 753-7827,
ue recent loss of our loved one, Mike
opaq
r and
aible
r
ta
cabinet,
jector
pro
JI5C
tween musicologists and perBlue
all,
with
on
carpets
cleaned
Center,
studios .158 Music
Stranak. We also wish to express
compressor
sapwre
.
com
formers. The International MuMurray, Ky. 753-7575.
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
THREE BEDROOM brick houie, spray gun. Phone 753-6386 after our heartfelt thanks for the food,
OPPORTUNITY
sicological Society has been adBUSINESS
$1.00 Big K, Belair Shopping
two miles east of Murray. Phone 5:00p.m.
J1OP flowers, and cards, to the Linn
vised of the center's projected
.113(
Center.
PIANO
TUNING
and
Repair.
Funeral Home, Benton, Ky., and
Haydn Festival
J911
COMPLETE DONUT operation 753-8819.
WANT TO BUY bunk beds, to Rev. Norman Culpepper, Rev.
Kennedy Center also intends Jerry Cain, '53-8712. Registered HERD
name
and
Registered
sale..
for
OF black Angus springer
PEST CONTROL
complete with springs and H.E. Inman. and Rev. Jerrell
to set up a scholar-in-residence craftsman' Piano Technician cows,
including one bull. Phone inc. Located in Lexington, ready
mattresses. Phone 489-21/8. J9C White for their comforting words
chair of musicology, which Guild:
TEC
Murray.
to
to
be
moved
436-5368.
J12C
means that a musicologist will
Machinery geared for high AVERAGE HOME,sprayed foi USED FLAT top guitar. Ph. 753- at this time. A special thanks to
be invited to spend one %ernes-,
-Dr. ahd Mrs. Charles Clark. All of
WANTED TO RENT
catEosttyrED
and,penta volumn. Sufficient training and $15:00. Six month guarantee. No
J11C, you
ter at Kennede,CAsiac.Jfis ac-.
POLES
monthly contract required 5898.
destrve --pod's richest
4...prase/it
provided
stifienee"-"
--4.t.teata-Tionbe7.- AReP'grriikeir
tivities Would include con11-04erretereont7-Ptione-rbi000ing&49/ANT"TtY13tre
Or
garage
Contact
small
S
ale.
RENT
owner
dk
TO
part
WANT
as
sultation and preparation for
logs for dock flotation. Murray
('ompany. Phone 753The Mike Stranak
Leroy Todd,;753-9198 or 753such festivals as well as future service station. Phone 753°6386 Lumber Company, 104 Maple H.WO Elhngton, 11/6)277January/IC 8943.
1TP
J9C Family
J9C 7266
JlePoofreet.
after 5:00p.m.
8208.
music projects
o .J1OC

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

I
:"........
R.7.
67:17
C-T"....1
To improve your television
i
reception, your Cablevision
Service will be Interrupted
between the hours: 9:00
to 11:00 a.m. for the next few
days. We appreciate your patience.

Murray Cablevision

CALL

BUt Hoilifitiin

, 25'

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

753-7278

71:frtIttrTtintrig
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Official Says Off-Track Betting
Has Little Effect On Bookmaking

A New Orleans policeamo checks the pulse of a wounded comrade while another wounded officer
leans against a tree in background. At least six persons were killed and 17 wounded by sniper fire
from the roof of the Downtown Howard Johnson Motel. This picture was taken by' G. E. Arnold of the
New O'rleans Times-Picayune.
iAP Wirephoto )

Police Superintendent

Flotilla

(Ciitfrom Page li
officer; and Shirley T Johnson,
secretary-treasurer.
At the beginning of a new
year, Commander Johnson
NEW ORLEANS API — Pothankedt PFC Mason for his lice Supt. Clarence Giarrusso
leadership in 1972. He further says a sniper involved in the
said that the Flotilla ranks slayings of six persons slipped
among the top in the Southern through a 200-man cordon from
Auxiliary Region
his hotel rooftop perch Monday'
When the final talley is either through "police neglirecorded, it will show the gence" or because he was suMurray-Kenlake Flotilla
per smart.
examined over 300 boats for the
Giarrusso said Monday night
Courtesy Motorboat Exam- he was convinced more than
ination program, he said. Thome one sniper was responsible for
.
will be continued in 1973.
-killing the six and injuring 17
Johnson announced that the others in a two-day battle. But
Flotilla's safeboating sessions when pressed by newsmen,
will be upcoming in the near Giarrusso admitted there could
future with announcements in have been just one sniper
various news media at that the man killed by police gunfire
time.
Sunday night.
Chief Petty Officer of the
A floor-to-floor search of the
Coast Guard Boating Safety 18-story DownTown Howard
Doug
area,
in
this
Detaciunent
7-Johnson's hotel was made by
Pearce, was present. His 100 officers Monday night. They
oiserations for safe boating are found no one and all but about
conducted out of the Paducah a dozen officers left the scene.
office. The newest regulations
The central business district,
and boating information were which WAS et:intoned off by poflotilla
to
him
by
pouswIled
lice Monday. is to be opened to
. ms111111ers.
normal activity today, Mayor
Persons desiring further Moon
Landrieu said. information about Auxiliary
As the floor-by-floor searrh of'
of
aspect
membership or any
the hotel began, Giarrusso said,
safe boating, should call 753- "If they don't turn up anyone
7277
.• then he got away."

Suspects Second Sniper

FDA Recommending
Bottled Water Be
Quality Controlled
WASHINGTON AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration
is recommending that bottled
drinking water be covered by
the same quality standards that
apply to public drinking water
supplies.
The agency noted that bottled
water is increasingly being
used as a source of drinking
water, partly because of consumer affluence and partly because of concern over reports
of pollution of some public water supplies
It said, however, that a 1971
survey of 85 bottled water samples disclosed that eight contained coliform bacteria from
human waste.
If the FDA recommendations
are finally adopted, the criteria
that covers bacteriological,
physical, chemical and radioactive limits of public water
supplies will also apply to bottled water.
Bottled water has not previously been subject to federal
quality standards

How could he have filtered to
freedom through the scores of
officers surrounding the hotel'
'"There's a gamut of possibilities ranging from police
negligence to a superbram sniper,- Gfarrusso replied
The theory of two or more
snipers was based on "some"
evidence, Giarrusso said,
stressing that after a sniper
was killed on the rooftop Sunday night, there were reports of
gunfire coming from the roof
and three officers were slightly
wounded.
However, the superintendent
admitted the possibility that the
three were wounded by gunfire
from fellow officers stationed in
surrounding buildings.
He said he had other evidence, but would not elaborate.
A sharpshooter in an armorplated Marine helicopter killed
the sniper whose body lay on
the rooftop all night and most
of the day Monday.
.The body was removed Monday evening and fingerprinted.
Giarrusso said there was a
tentative identification, but
"I'm not going to announce
anything tentative. When we
are positive, I'll tell you
He said he believes the shoot-

Kentucky Roundup
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ,1 AP—The chairman of the Louisville
-Jefferson County Tourist Commission says that an effort will be
made to legalize Sunday liquor sales in the county.
"Louisville is going to have to get a law passed if it intends to
even keep up with the competition for the convention trade," said
Russell Anderson, commission chairman.
Kenton and Campbell counties in Northern Kentucky voted
Saturday to legalize the Sunday sales and became the first
counties in the state to do so.
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( API -The Lexington and Fayette County
police departments have merged into a new police force, with a
staff of 414
The new force, ,known as the Lexington Metropolitan Police
Department is a preliminary step to merger of the city and county
governments. That merger, approved in the November election,
will base effective Jan. 1, 1974.
City Chief James 1.. Shaffer„will head the combined force and
former county Chief William G. Sellers will serve as deputy chief.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)—Industrial safety standards in
Kentucky' will be enforced more strictly next week when nine
state inspectors Join six federal inspectors in knocking on plant
doors.
,
The state compliance officers will work tinder
Department of Labor in Louisville enforcing a federal occupational health and safety law, pending apiproval of a strnilar
state plan said James Yocum,state commissioner of labor
Yocum said hi. expects the Labor Department to approve the
state plan no later than June 1, which would clear the way for a
full takeover of the program by the state.

mg spree was part of a national
conspiracy of black militants.
"It's my cop's intuition,"
Giarrrusso said.
When asked what evidence he
had to back up his statement,
Giarrusso declined to comment.
Landneu said the police operation has now "moved from the
hectic action at the hotel to
the painstaking investigation
into all cu-cumstances involved "
He said this will Include sifting through the myriad of reports and rumors, connecting
the sniper, or snipers, to other
incidents in the city
The superintendent also made
it clear that he's seeking a second sniper.
"It's my belief he was
there,- he said. Other police officers said privately that they
were of the same belief.
The shooting at the hotel, just
six blocks from New Orleans'
famed French Quarter, started
Sunday. Fires were, set in the
hotel and firemen responding to
alarms ,were shot at.
During outbursts of gunfire
Sunday and Monday', three policemen and three civilians
were killed.
When police rushed the roof
Monday, three officers were
wounded by ricocheting bullets
as police unloosed a stortn of
gunfire at an concrete elevator
shaft where they believed a sniper to be hiding. None of the
wounded was seriously hurt.
At one time, police reported
they had cornered a sniper in a
huge air conditioning unit on a
roof covering the lower level of
the hotel.
One officer said he could see
someone moving around in the
unit shack, but when police
moved in on the eighth-floor
roof, they couldn't find anyone.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
_Legalizing off-track betting
probably would have little effect on bookie operations in
Kentucky, a federal authority
on organized crime is quoted as
saying.
That opinion by Edward
Joyce, deputy chief of organized crime and racketeering in
the U.S. Justice Department,
was said to be based on' the
number of bets bookies take on
other sports events besides
horse-racing.
Joyce's views on bookie operations in Kentucky were given
Monday at a close-door meeting
of a legislative subcommittee
on illegal gambling, His comments on such operations were
given to The Associated Press
by a legislator who attended
the meeting.
Newsmen were barred from
the meeting because if was anticipated Joyce would give details of a probe in Louisville
that recently resulted in the indictment of 18 persons. It also
was felt Joyce might talk about
suspected cases involving organized crime but for which indictments have not yet been issued.
The special subcommittee
was comprised of legislatormembers of the special committee on off-track betting and
the subcommittee of the judicial committee that is dealing
with Kentucky's new penal

Death Of Mrs.
Cunningham
Is Reported
Mrs. Sula Cunningham, life
long, resident of the Kirksey
community, succumbed
Monday at 8:30 p.m. at the
home of a daughter, Mrs. Jesse
Tucker, on Mayfield, Route
Three.
The Kirksey woman was 89
years of age and was the wife of
Moss Cunningham who died
June 27, 1958. She was a charter
member of the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene near
Kirksey. Born February V3,
1883, in Callow-ay County, she
was the daughter of the late
Alfred Palmer and Sara Ross
Palmer.
Mrs. Cunningham is survived
by two daughters, Mrs. Carl
sLaNelle) Usrey of Kirksey and
Mrs. Jesse (Geneve) Tuckertof
Mayfield Route Three, one son,
Fray
Cunningham,
1402
Sycamore Street, Murray;
seven grandchildren, Alvin
Usrey, Mrs. Earl (Marilyn)
Tabers, Kenneth Cunningham,
Glen Neal Cunningham, Mrs.
Richard i Rachel ) Berry, Mrs.
Marvin4 Olive Ruth)
and Wayne Tucker; twenty-two
great grandchildren; one great
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene with Rev. Gerald
Tabers, Rev. Paid Couch, and
Rev. Eugene Figge officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Kirksey Cemetery with the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
friends may call.

Funeral Services
Held On- Monday
For J. M. Venable
The funeral for J.M. (Mac)
Venable, prominent farmer of
the Stella Community, was held
Monday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with ,Rev. John
W. Archer and Rev. A.M.
Thomas officiating The song
service was by the Goshen
Church Choir with Groover
Parker as leader.
Pallbearers were Max Henry,
Rheamond Wright, Keith Farris
Venable, William Palmer, Joe
Phillip
Venable,
Brown
Venable, and Douglas Venable
Interment was in the Goshen
with
the
Cemetery
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Venable, age 63, died suddenly' from an apparent heart
attack at his home on Murray
Route One on Saturday at 430
p.m. He and his wife, the former
were
Ernestine
Wright,
married December 21, 1946.
Born February M, 1909, he was
the son of the late Oscar Turner
Venable and Stella Scarbrough
Venable
The deceased was a member
of the Goshen United Methodist
Church where he served on the
Church Official Board and
taught the Senior Adult Sunday
School ClaSs. He had also
served as superintendent of the
Sunday School at Goshen, and
was a member of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau.
Survivors are his wife, Ernestine; two daughters, Miss
Sharon Venable, teacher at
Sikeston, Mo., and Miss Carolyn
Venable of Murray Route One,
two sisters, Mrs. W.A. ( Vivian
Palmer of Lone Oak and Mrs
Pete
I Lathe) Koss
of
Springfield, Tenn.; three
brothers, W.B. Venable of
Mayfield; C.C. Venable of
Louisville, and Keith Venable of
Cadiz.

Mrs. Pete Jennings
Dies On Saturday
Mrs. Oliver -C. (Pete) Jennings of 1443 North 10th Street,
Paducah, died Saturday at 11:25
p.m. at
Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The deceased was 56 years of
age and was the.former Grace
Adams. She was a member of
Gospel Mission Church, Bryant
Ford Road, Paducah.
Survivors are her .husband.
three daughters, Mrs. Dora
Mae Beedham of Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Frances I,ucille
Hayden and Mrs. Rosanne
Barnes, both of Paducah;
sister, Mrs. Billie Trentham
Luke of St. Louis, Mo.; seven
grandchildren; one great
grandchild.
Funeeal services were held
this morning at eleven Weise*
at Kennedy -Funeral Home,
Paducah, with Rev. Joe -Gardner officiating. Burial was In
the Maplelawn Cemeter there.

Odenetworks used by bookies and
State Sen. William Schmae- to get evidence for court cases.
decke, who is chairman of the
Another important tool, the
illegal gambling subcommittee, news release quoted Joyce as
had no comment on th session saying, was the Justice Departother than to say a report ment's ability to compel
•
would be made to the next testimony by granting person
meeting of the full committee. giving it immunity from proseThe session of the off-track bet- cution. He said that enabled the
ting committee will be held prosecution to obtain evidence
next Monday.
From reluctant witnesses who
Schmaedecke gave no ex- otherwise could refuse to testify
pression of opinion on whether under the protection against
any new legislation would re- self-incrimination that is guarsult from Joyce's testimony.
anteed by the 5th amendment.
The members of the subcomThe special study on the
fnittee 'on the penal code at- feasibility and desirability of letended basically to see if any - galizing off-track betting in
revisions or other types of ille- Kentucky was ordered by a res:
gal gambling. The penal code °kitten passed by the 1972 Genenacted by the 1972 General As- eral Assembly. The comsembly will not take effect until mittee's staff has indicated it
July 1, 1974.
anticipates the committee will
A news release prepared be- be in a position to consider legfore the subcommittee met said islation on th subject by next
Joyce emphasized the Impor- fall, prior to the start of the
U. S. presidential adviser Henry Kissinger opens door himself
tance of wiretapping as a tool next regular legislative session
in Paris when, for the first time in his talks with North Vietfor identifying communication in January, 1974.
namese delegates, none of the Hanoi officials welcomed him at
the doorstep. He and Le Due Tho of Hanoi resumed their talks for
the first time in almost four weeks.
1AP Wirt-photo',

Trial To Reach Into
Nixon Administration

An eight-count indictment
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The
trial of the seven men charged charges them variously with
In connection with the break-in burglary, conspiracy, interand alleged bugging of Demo- ception of oral and wire comcratic national headquarters munications and unlawful poswill reach into the Nixon ad- session of intercepting devices.
Five of the men were capministration, but not to the top
tured at gunpoint early last
levels
Seven current or former June 17 inside the Democratic
White House staffers or mem- offices in the Watergate officebers of President Nixon's re- apartment complex overlooking
election effort were named the Potomac River.
The two others were added in
Monday as apUcipated witnesses as the trial opened in the federal indictment which
said the seven conspired from
U.S. District Court.
Asst, U.S. Atty. Earl J. Sil- May 1 to the day of the breakbert, heading the prosecution in to illegally gain information
team, read a bat of 60 wit- from the headquarters Demonesses the government expects crats have charged that politito call, including four Nixon cal espionage was behind the
campaign officials, two White break-in but the White House
House staffers and a former steadfastly has denied any connection.
White House secretary
Among the prosecution witThe defendants include a former White House consultant, a nesses slated to be called are
former official of the Com- Jeb Magruder, a top lieutenant
mittee for the Re-election of the in the White House commuPresident and another man who nications office who organized
and initially headed the Nixon
worked in both places.
campaign committee.
Others include Hugh W. Sloan
Jr., former treasurer of the Finance Committee to Re-elect
the President; Robert C. Odle
Jr., personnel chief for the
campaign committee, and Herbert R. Porter, who ran the
surrogate-speaker program for
the Nixon campaign.
Also scheduled to testify are
Fred Fielding, a White House
By THE ASSOCIATED PRFSS lawyer; Bruce Kerb, a White
Freezing rain and icy condi- House secretary, and Kathleen
tions plagued the Southeast Chenow, a former secretary at
today, closing highways, the White House.
toppling trees and snapping
The trial, expected to last
power lines and leaving from one to three months,
thousands without heat in be- opened with the ponderous
low-freezing temperatures.
chore of selecting a jury.
Bitter cold remained
Of the initial 5 District of
trenched over many sections of Columbia residents summoned,
the nation A new Pacific storm only about half showed up and
scattered snow from Northern some 150 of these were quickly
California and Oregon into Ne- dismissed because of hardships
vada.
they claimed would result from
Snow flurries touched the being locked up for an extended
Texas Panhandle and the cen- period. Another five were extral Midwest and Great Lakes cused when they said they
Region.
would have difficulty' giving an
The collapse of a snow-cov- unbiased verdict.
ered furniture store roof in
Jacksonville, N.C., killed one
person. Two elderly sisters in
Red Oak. Ga., an Atlanta suburb, died in a fire triggered
when an ice-loaded tree limb
Federal State Market News
fell on their home.
Slick roads contributed to two Service January 9, 1972
traffic deaths in North Caro- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
lina. Interstate 85 in north Market Report Includes 8
Georgia was closed. Heavy Buying Stations
snowfall in Tennessee and Receipts. Act. 465 Est. 1100
North Carolina mountain areas Barrows and Gilts fully 75 cents
halted all business and travel, high Sows $1.00 higher.
and ice buildups in north Geor- US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 32.50-33.50
gia and southeastern Tennessee US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 31.75-32.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 31.00-31.75
caused power failures.
The possibility of flash floods US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 30.25-31.00
loomed for later in the week Sows
when warmer temperatures are US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 25.00-26.00
expected to melt snow and ice few 26.75
US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 24.00-25.00
accumulations.
Georgia Power Co. crews got US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 23.00-24.00 _
extra help from workers in Boars 20.00-22.50_
south Georgia and Alabama as
they tried to overcome outages
HALF MALE AUTO
in "the Atlanta area, Augusta,
DEATHS AMONG YOUNG
Athens, Rome and other northLONDON (AP.) — Road acciern areas. About 30 per cent of
Atlanta's power customers dents cut a year from the. life
expectancy of males, compared
were without electricity.
Numerous schools were with only a month for all infectious diseases, says Dr John
closed in .Arkansas because of Havard,
undersecretary of the
snow and ice, and 4,000 custom- British Medical Association
ers of the Arkansas Power &
He told a Royal Society of
,
Light Co. were without elec- Health cengresi that nearly
tricity in the state's southern half the male deaths in couqsection as ice-laden utility lines tries where the outo is common
Snapped or were broken by fall- were among drivers in the 15 to
24 age group
ing trees.

Rain Ice
Still Plague
Southeast

Purchase Area
Hog Market

) •
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Peace Talks...
(Cvatinued from Page i)
bombing campaign against
Hanoi and Haiphong.
Nhan Dan, the official newspaper of the North Vietnamese
Communist party, said today
that Hanoi's representatives
had returned to the negotiations
"with the seriousness and good
will to bring about a correct solution to the Vietnam problem."
But Nhan Dan made clear
that Hanoi was still demanding
the U.S. sign the draft peace
agreement Kissinger and Tho
worked out in October. "If the
American aggressors abandon
their colonialist viewpoint, the
peace agreement reached Oct.
20, 1972, can be signed," it said.

Thompson...
(Continued from Page 1
politically unacceptable to the
present administration" of Gov.
Wendell Ford
It states the board commented that "Little effort was
made to relocate I him ) in state
government" after the layoff,
which it adds is required by
personnel regulations.
Thompson asserted he was
denied due process of law during his appeal to the Personnel
Board.
He said the board contained
at least one member who was
politically biased--no one was
identified—and he was mistakenly refused the right to introduce certain evidence in his
behalf.
Although the suit did not
elaborate on the rejected evidence. Thompson said he was
referring to the board's refusal
to accept as evidence testimony
from a Louisville polygraph lie
detector) operator.
He said he took the test voluntarily to refute opposing
statements about the allegedly
political nature of his dismissal.

Seen & Heard .
Continued from Page 1)
flower seeds out like the birds
do
We counted twelve Doves
yesterday under the feeder and
around ears of corn. The
Squirrels just eat the heart out
of the kerngls and leave the
rest, much to the delight of the
Doves. who finish them off.
Three male Cardinals in the
feeder yesterday. They sparred
halfheartedly with one another,
but never really got tough.
They'll save this until Spring
when they mark off their
territories, then they really
mean business.
Americans -have all a lively
Faith in the perfect ability of
than, they judge that the diffusion of knowledge must
necessarily be advantageous
and the consequences of
ignorance fatal; they all consider society as a body in a state
of improvement, humanity as a
changing scene, in, which
nothing is, or ought to be,
permanent; and they admit that
what appears to them today to
be godd,may be superseded by
something better tomorrow."
—Alexis de TocquevIlle
-1DentoCracy in America, 1835
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Vietnam .. .
- •Coatinued from Page 1
sance over Hanoi and Haiphong
in preparation for resumption
of the bombing there should the
current round of Paris peace
"talks fail
U.S. sources outside the Command acknowledged that reconnaissance operations with unmanned "drones" and other
classified equipment are continuing over Hanoi and Haiphong
to maintain a list of targets
ready for bombers to attack
within an hour's notice from
Nixon. These sources also admitted-contingency plans exist
for a resumption of the bombing in the northern heartland
Nixon launched the bigpist
aerial blitz of the war agalmet
Hanoi and Haiphong Die. 11
after the Paris talks broke
down He halted the bombing
above the 20th parallel Dec 30,
saying Hanoi had sigpaled its
willingness to negotiate seriously
Radio Hanoi said the North
Vietnamese premier followed
up an order Saturday declaring
a national emergency with a
new set of directives indicating
that he anticipated hostilities
through the Tet celebration of
the lunar new year Feb 3, the
biggest Vietnamese holiday
"This Tet will still be the Tet
of resistance against the United
States for national salvation,"
one of Dong's directives said
"In conformity with the above
spirit, the Tet celebrations will
have to be well-organized to encotirage everyone with the revolutionary spirit to push up production activities, combat readiness and good combat performance."
Done banned Tet holiday displays, and cut the days off for
civil sertants and workers
from the usual three to one and
a half in order to conserve
manpower.
In several previous directives, Dong also emphasized
the need to increase and stabilize production, indicating that
the American bombing severely
impaired production_ capabilities and paralyzed much of
the northern heartland
Earlier, North Vietnam reported that hundreds of antiaircraft defense units had been
Formed by home guard and militia units in the Hanoi and Haiphong regions in anticipation of
a wave of new U S attacks.
Meanwhile, the South Vietnamese command reported that
one million gallons of fuel were
destroyed in an enemy shelling
attack before dawn at the Long
Binh army post 12 miles northeast of Saigon and in the accidental U.S bombing on the Da
Nang air base on Monday
Military sources in Phnom
Penh said Communist troops
decimated a Cambodian battalion on the Mekong River 18
miles from the capital over the
weekend
- The informants said the
Vietnamese and Cambodian
guerrillas overran the garrison
at Preah Prasap Sunday night,
killed or'wounded most of the
defenders in a two-hour battle
and then puffed out. Only. one
company managed to escape
and swim the Mekong to safety,
they said.
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The blase started eh
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SO per cent of t
timber is in Natio
which are owne
government. 20 p
owned by private
percent is in other
Only 16 per cent is
forest industry.

Following is wt
comes from in billi
feet.
tional Forests
,Other public
Private
Forest Industry
Total-1.9 trillion

Samson's name v
not Sampson.

The plants of
newspapers in Ma
totally destroyed I
thquake. La Pi
Novedades were lx
to rubble".

,"Loak wefl to
thstone; therein a
America lies'
Coolidge.
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Cloudy tonight 141
'of occasional snow
tonight and again T1
continued cold. Low
10 above, high This
low to mid 2. Fr
and cold with occa
flurries

